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We are accelerating to the end f • has characteristically been at· ~ our academic year, which not that we can't use the 7me o melancholy for us. It's what we had hoped to do a::c:~~o~, but that we thin.k back over about what we did d~ and shoul~ ~tt. BWe don't dare to think future, better even to mak n • etter to look to the waste in regret. e some hopeful predictions than to 

_one thing is clear: d • cu 1 . rastic changes in the structure of rricu um and, as well, in the preparation the of us. By the first, we don't . of teachers lie ahead favor of anything from tod ~eanhdropping good old books in movement in that directio ay 'Wt oug t~ere certainly is .a strong traditional Unit of stud n. e m7an, instead, rearranging the or terms, preferably ele~t~ystem into more mobile blocks or mods senior high school ~1u h ve, open to all three years of the b t • c more fun for the t h e ter sense for the student. eac er, and much 

And we mean shaping our share produces some observable effects ~eth7 cu:riculum so that it knowledge that education i . h. time is now that we ackeeps the kids off the str!e~~t~~ ~u!orm of baby sitting that a force to direct the future of the job market or towards rational judgments voters of o~r troubled coun~ry from dissent. Knowledgeabie A:ay from violence, but never away deserves respect, critical wha ou~ orthodoxy, respectful where it for example to see an 1 _ere it deserves change. We'd like h" h ' e ective course in th. B"b • ig schools, as a part of th h' e i le taught in the culture. A group withi th e istory and the literature of our North High Schoot is wonk" estate, headed by Roland DeLapp of ring towards this end. 

. We'd like, also, to see an el • • written and spoken with ective course in Composition focused on articul~te d' a compone~t ~n the subject of falla~ies, issent,conv1ncing consent. 

"Observable behavior " 11 f the terms that have the • per o:mance criteria": these are future. Much as we may ~:e~~~st significance for our teaching zation or oversimplific t7s 1 e anything that smacks of mechani-b. . a ion, we can still t o J ecti ves and our teaching te h . ry to sharpen our c niques from lessons learned from 
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the chief text ~f education~l behavioral objectives: The TaxnomY ~ Educational ObJect1ves (I: Cognitive Domain; II: Affec~Domain; edited by Benjamin Bloom; pub. by David McKay Co. , 
inc- J • 

Agreed that we must steer clear of jargon and ritualism, we ought nonetheless to test for whatever promises to help us in our · field of English and whatever should be discarded. Better to do it for ourselves than to have others impose it on us. We are planning to include an article on the subject of behavioral objectives in a forthcoming issue of the Minnesota English Jour-
nal, ----- Talk: Write, talk back. We tried a modified form of - Robert Zoellner' s tape-re corder technique (See C E, J ant1ary 1969, and~~~' vol. V, no. 2, et al.) with twoFreshman composition classes this year, in so informal a way that the word "experimental, 11 glamorous though it is, must be denied us. we asked each cl ass to write on an assigned subject, after the usual preliminary exploratory discussion, in order to get an idea of the quality of each student's writing as it had developed out of traditional. forms of instruction. Then we gave to all our students cassette tape recorders and a supply of tapes and asked them to talk their next themes, play back the tapes, and write out what they chose for the final version (before the usual revisions, that is). Then we collected the tapes from those students who were willing to let us have them (and not all were) and listened to them in conjunction with the written versions. What we observed: the talk rambled, stopped and started, picked up momentum, flagged, grew bawdy or angry. The written versions were more· stilted, better organized. • They 
sounded careful. Not surprising. 

But this is not the whole story. We are·-ffot rejecting the method by any means. As the last step, we asked each student to write us a note about his reactions to the tape-record1ng technique. The reactions ranged from regret that it had not \ been available in the early formative years, to enthusiasm about its liberating effects, to indifference, to open hos ti li ty. Some welcomed the recorder as an aid to memory, to recalling •• tangents that could be redirected in the written form; some suspected it as an enticement to vain verbal posturings; some valued it as a disciplinary measure that forced them to think; , some liked the chance to develop the skill of·talking to some purpose; some thought that students should exchange tapes amongst themselves as stimuli to their own reflections before their ideas became locked into place. The chief objections were to the inhibiting effects of the machine, effects which would probably be reduced with continuing use, and to the time-wasting of expressed talk on the part of those who already felt themselves to be competent silent thinkers. A third, interesting objection to the "dimensional" limitations of the 
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m~chine ca~e from students who liked to work rhythmically· or 

visually with sentence structure and who needed a panoramic • 

rather than the linear chronological sequence of the record view . er. 

~11 in al~, we think the advantages of "Talk: Write 11 • 

outweigh the disadvantages. We'd like to see the technique 
1• · d • . used 

ear ier in e ucational life and become optional later. Even 

though we' re held accountable for two lost reco~ders .. 

Summer Calendar: 

Ma ,"Reading in ~he ?O's" Conference, June 22-26, at Saint 

ry :o;i;~~:e in Wtona: ?irected by B:other Leonard Courtney. 

ature, July 6-17 ~~g~~!~~:.a~d Rhetorical Analysis of Liter-

Lorraine F. Cecii. i Ji tate College. Directed by 

Second Annual Upper Midwest w · , 
t B • d.. ri t~r s Conference, July 20- 31 , 

~yce:~~-Ji State College. Write to Bill Elliott or Ronald 
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~OCllS 

appRoach€s to compos1t1on: 

n€W-BORn an<) R€0€W€b 

Mr. Bacig's "A Humane Rational For Composition" and 

/.lr, Larmouth's "Models in Remedial English: an lntermin Report" 

are planned as complementary articles. The writers have team

taught a course in remedial composition and have co-operated in . 

~writing the articles. Neither feels that the different approaches 

illustrated by the articles are sufficient in themselves. An 

effective composition program, like effective writing, will 

balance the demands of freedom and discipline. In addition, 

the writers feel that effective writing programs demand a care

ful analysis of the various tasks involved in the composing 

t'process. Such an analysis suggests that we may need to use 

, radically different techniques to help students achieve freedom 

of expression and technical competence. The articles, then, are 

an attympt to suggest some strategies for helping students to 
1 write, speak and think imaginatively and skillfully. 

( 

A Humane Rationale for Composition 
by TOM BACIG 

University of Minnesota, Duluth 

ln my first year of teaching I told my class of high 

school seniors that while I would justify most o_f what I taught 
1 on "shaky" humanistic grounds, I could with equanimity claim 

that what I taught them about writing would be useful, would 

help them to achieve success in college, or would make them 

better equipped to survive in the busines~ jun.gle. At this 

I moment I can only attribute my arrogance at that moment to a 

~view of the arena of discourse no wider than the Freshmen 

English course and the col!ege paper, and a naive faith in the 

efficacy of teaching a paragraph rhetoric.·· That same naivete 

produced a three. week wri tin~ oni t, taught simultaneously to 

three sections of senior English, requiring students to write 

( a paragraph a day and the teacher to read 75 paragraphs a day. 
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Suffice it to say that at the end, of three weeks my office was 
ful 1 of paragraphs that st.t,1ciefi:J;s ,' cl:i'cl°j1.•.t• wartt to write and that 
I didn't want to read. I ·dQ,n'ttnie;in· tQ-~inply that the students 
didn't learn som: t~ings,. or\,eve_i:i .th9t trE) bnJy thing they 
learned was to dislike writing-more ·than tney· already did. 
But whatever they learned had no more to do with them as 
human beings than mo;st ·Freshmen English prog-r:ams or college 
papers do. • 

If I were teaching that cfass now, I might' begin by asking 
the students why anyone, students or teachers, ought to compose. 
How many essays will the typical student write after he leaves 
the s~h~o~s? H?w many d~ teachers write? If the student becomes 
a politician, will he write.his own.speeches? Will he turn out 
handwritten drafts of letters to his constituents?· If he·•s in· 
business_, will he write out hii corresponden~i? As a matter of 
fact, some equally pertinent questions might be asked about 
his experiences in the scho~ls. • In how many of his classes does 
he write essay exams or term papers? How often is he called 
on to deliver prepared speeches in his classes? ¾~en he moves 
from the high school to the college, -does· the demand for "com
pos 7d',' speeches and es.says increase_ or decrease? We might press 
addi t.1.onal questions here, but I th_ink the- point is already 
perhaps too well made. Perhaps· I' could'then get my students, 
with just wrath, to turn to the larger community and proclaim 
that if "they" want us. to learn composition "they" had better 
make certain that every teacher becomes a teacher of writing 
and speaking, and that business men and senators stop using 
secretaries, dictating machines and· ghost writers; perhaps 
the students would settle for becoming competent secretaries 
and ghost writers to fulfill the increasing demand for such 
people in our society; or they might, as I hope they would, 
reject the utiHtarian ,rationale for, instruction iri ··compositi"cm 
altogether. 

Once they have rejected the 'utilitarian rationale, I'm not 
sure that my students niight not go on to reject learning to write. 
But if I can assume that they might press the question a bit I 
further, I believe they might discover a new rationale, a 
rationale of a higher order and broader scope. Without trying 
to detail sources or de\•elop the argument completely, I think 
my stude_nts. would discover that the real rationale for writing 
j s in its humanizing ~otential ,_ its capacity to help us order 
our universe or discover our "selves." Perhaps they might 
.even point out t,he p;rivat~ contemplative experience that writing 
makes possible, noting that privacy is hard to c·oine by in mid-'· 
century Americ.a, or tp.at irf writing they could for a· change, 
revel in their differences, their idiosyncrasies, their indi--' 
viduality, thereby co111ing _.to new understandings of themselves 
and others. •• If niy hyp_othetical (an·d wonderfully perceptive) 
students did reach such conclusions, they would not, I thirik, 
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be far from agreeing with the statements made by the CEEB's 
commission on English in Freedom and Discipline. The commission 
suggests that what one learns in learning to write is to 
" ... care for the truth, care for the audience, care for one's 
own integrity." It is also I think what J.ohn Holt had in mind 
when, in introducing Herbert Kohl's Teaching the Unteach ab le, 
he said: 

... What we have to recognize is that it is the effort to 
use words wel 1, to say what he wants to say, to people 
whom he trusts, and wants to reach and move, that alone 
will teach a young person to use words better. No doubt, 
given this starting point, some technical advice and help 
may at times be useful; but we must begin from here or we 
will make no progress at all. 

If we were operating from a humane rationale like the one 
my hypothetical and incredibly cooperative students discovered, 
~Ir. Holt's statement could at least, serve as the starting 
point for a new approach to composing. Before taking up that 
new approach, I want to enter a few disclaimers. I want to 
avoid the too easy rejection of concern with "technical 
advice" that Mr. Holt mentions. One of the easiest errors to 
make in the pursuit of freedom is to ignore the demands of 
discipline. The task of helping students to express themselves 
must involve a concern with providing students with the conven
tional means that a linguistic community uses to communicate. 
While it is obviously foolishness to begin teaching children 
to compose by teaching them to spell, it is equally foolish to 
suppose that they can share experience fully using the written 
language, if they do not become minimally competent in spelling 
and in using a dictionary or word list. As a matter of fact, 
perhaps the problem here results principally from our blurring 
of some important distinctions between teaching our students 
how to deal with questions of substance and questions of form, 
a bugbear that is not new to us. 

For the moment, reservations in hand, we might do better to 
consider briefly the amazing fluency of our students with the 
spoken language. In the light of our concern with expression we 
ought to note that, while our students are not necessarily bril
liant at declamation or debate, they do in most informal situ
ations succeed admirably in expressing themselves. They invent 
elaborate excuses for lateness or missing work, they hoodwink 
assistant principals and us, they speak of love, war and poli
tics with one another, they coin new phrases and words, they 
swear and joke. When we note that, though to be sure they 
are more and less successful in these various uses of language, 
most of them, despite tremendous differences in IQ, reading 
ability, and Iowa Basic Skills s9or_es, ·do manage to use the_ 
spoken language to express an incredible range of nuances and 
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under~tandings,_a_questio~ suggests itself. Why is their.formal speab.ng and writing, their effort at composing so unsuccessful? 
I don't think we need to look far for the answer. Let's ~ontrast their experiences in learning to speak and write~ The infant ba~bling i~ his highchair produces, accidentally, DA DA. Much to his surprise, suddenly he is the center of an almost i~credib le uproar. He is being patted, poked, kissed and fed. Since most of this is eminently enjoyable he soon establishes some connection between action and consequence. As he continue to make noises and receives encouragement, he begins to produces more complex utterances, imperfectly. How are these imperfect ut~erances treated? Imagine yourself in the living room of a friend whose small child has just entered the room and pro-duced a stream of what appears to be complete gibberish. His m~ther res~onds, however, with complete understanding and ·gives him a cookie and a glass of milk. The experience is almost enough to make one doubt one's sanity. Gradually, of course mot~ers and fathers, friends, relatives, and strangers force' refinement of thos~ early crude utterances, and one variety or another of English, French or Spanish arises. But the" process begins in love and acceptance. 

Contrast Johnny's first experiences with producing the written ~anguage. _ Pen in hand he is told to reproduce a meaningless series of chicken scratches arranged in a particular order. In some cases he is praised when he finally manages to write "j ohnn)'' for the first time, but as often as not he's almost • immediately informed that his work isn't neat enough or small enough, or that it's backwards. Far too frequently his experiences in sophisticating his skills in composing begin and end by being judged as totally inept; and in almost all cases no one ever reads and reacts to his writing as though it really m~ttered to J_oh~ny or to anyone else. By the time he is in high school or in a Freshman English course his papers come back bloody rags, demonstrating his increasing weakness. We could talk just as easily about his experiences in preparing s~eeches, t~ough "show and tell time" tends to qualify our picture a bit. In either case the effort to write or prepare speeches does not begin in love or understanding. It begins. and ends in evaluation and judgment. 

Of course all of this is an exaggeration and probably ought to be carefully hedged. But exaggerated as it is, it comes too close to the truth. When we must admit, as most of us do, that for most of our teaching live~ we've never taught composition; we've simply graded papers and written critiques of speeches, the exaggeration doesn't miss the mark by much. 
!f this is the case, what do we need to do to change our practice, to make composition humane and humanizing? And, moreover, what can we do to provide our students with the skills 
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h need to achieve higher levels of self expression? While t eye can claim that any carefully tested, surefire methods no on • • • • 1 bl • t d ccomplish these goals are immediately avai a e, i oes to: clear that there are some basic principles that generate see • f t h·n f articular practices that ought to in. orm our eac _ 1. g o _. p osition. We ought, for example, to make the simplest kind comp • - • • Bl t l of application of Bloom's taxonomy LBenJ amrn oom, E: . .; ~:-· , T xonom1_ of Educational Objectives, Handbook _l_: ~~s2:•1.~1.V_!_ _ -io"main; Handbook .!.!_: Affective_ Domain, New '.o:k: Da'!td McKay Co. , 1956, 1964) to our discussion of comp~si t1on. ~n a. wo1 ct, eed to recognize that there are effective or attitudinal we n • • • w ht to d · mens ions to the teaching of composition. e .oug _ 1 cognize that the task of making students want. to write and :e eak or making them like writing and speaking 1s a tas~ req~iring strategies different fr~m those ne~essary -~o ~u1 ld _ habits of punctuation and spelling. In this regarct t.1.e most bvious need is to convince students that they can u~e the ~ri tten 1 anguage to share experience, to shape exper:ence, to discover things about themselves, without ~ear of being_g:aded or evaluated, without fear of teacher_repr1sals, or administrative outrage. This may involve learning to hear our students speak of the failings of our ,ct,ool·,, our colle~gue~, a~d ourselves. We may even have to a<.im.1 t we a:e no c al i go,.H.l _ writers and ask our students to help us with our own w·ntrng. But if ~e can find honesty and integrity in our_student's compositions, if we can make our students want to write, even enJoy writing, the pain of facing our own weaknesses seems a small 
price to pay. 

Another set of basic principles or processes that ought to inform our teaching of the "new" composition emerges from_ onsidering the "old" rhetoric. 1f, as many have ~uggested, the ~rivialization of the old humane rhetoric has c~ns1st:d 1n µart in dropping any real concern with the canon of invent10E, we might accept that one of the ways to broaden and human1ze_contemporary rhetoric would be to reintroduc: a concern .for invention. More precisely, what we need to re1ntr~duce are the .• playful and creative dimensions of the compo~ing proces: • r /'!f Aris tot le, invention, the search for the ava1 lab le mean" ~• r persuasion, followed dialectic, thc_search for truth. Us:n: the terms in these senses, perhaps 1 t would be more acc:1rat ,. 1:
1
·~ say we need to reintroduce a concern for dialectic or d1.scove1'} In other words, we need to go beyond asking_ our 

11
student~, to sort the conventional wisdom either by gettl.ng sources ~rom the library or by employing updated versions of the classical canons of invention. The library research paper or Edward Corbett's Classical Rhetoric for the ~ Student CN:w York• 1965) are useful, but must be transcended. To ac~o~pli~h our transcendence we will have to give up on: de~ili~ati~~ canard. We will have to stop assuming that i~agination_is ~a e gift of the gods or a genetically coded capacity: We will_ V to recognize that all of our students have creative potential 
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and t~at we have not met our responsibility. t h starting the creative writing "unit" . • as eac ers when, in , \we say, "Be creative! 11 

. . I Creative behavior can be and has b , exercises in creative thinking h een analyzed, and some William Gordon's S nectics ave even been suggested. mechanistic and 
5 

· ~ • . ' for example, while. it is often might be used to inplistic, does.suggest some techniques that 
of the use of per:o~~~r:~:y~rea~~ve pre-w:itin?· His discussion 

;~~t:;t~h=o otr=~~!'fih!h~:se 1 ~~s wi ~h c~~:n~:ai~l~~ j ec~!~i~tus 
world ·around them p~city_to respond to and sense the can be used to ~rit~a~ pro_uc7 interesting notes which in turn followin exam 1 escript1ve poetry or prose. In the 
drinkinggfount~i~.a ~~f:ni ~~~~ by ~ryin? ~o describe a of subject, I can't hel but avoid smiling at the choice Something 

1
·n them m k p be taken by the resulting notes · a es even wate f • • • • the effort. Perhaps "making th ~ ~uli:itarn descr1pt1ons worth reward. e ami iar strange" is its own 

Sleek and silvery 
Every angle gleaming 
Upright, proud 
Austere and haughty 
Metallic taste, frigid 
Galvanic to the touch ( 
Warmed infrequently 
By pulsating fingers I 
And suspended exhalation 
From the yawning 
Abyss\ of 
Copper, 
Caves 

Who would guess 
That through 
These steely coils 
Flows the 
Sustenance 
Of Life. 

-Glenda Holt 

Clearly the object of such exercise • poems or prose. Instead the . . sis not to produce play with language and ere ~~Ject is to encourage students to 
or poetry may emerge' o~ if el t l~~~sn ~ut of s1:1ch play discovery that a tolerance for th "d" _t, we might at least hope 
freedom within the cons~r~i~~!~~r~tic and a sense of ~he anguage and perception will. 

Having thus made a start 11 they at taking our students where are'" at becoming a real a d. u ience for whatever it is they 
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1 
ave to say and at helping them sense and develop their 

\eative potentials, we can take up the task of "providing ~echnical advice," of developing skills. Ilere we may have much to 1earn from a careful study of the language acquisition 
process. IS:e might also learn from the classical rhetoricians 
of the Roman schools and our colleagues who teach foreign ianguages. 1·:e might note, for example, the way in which parents 
accept rough approximations initially, and then gradually demand closer compliance 1,ith accepted usage, insisting finally on near perfect performance. l\e might also notice the unbe
lievable number of repetitions that parents and foreign 1anguage teachers encourage. l,e might ask ourselves why the c1assical rhetoricians had their students spend so much time 
memorizing and imitating the speeches and writings of the 
••masters." :,Jr. Larmouth's companion article develops these 
matters in some detail. 

I want to produce some evidence that the game is worth the 
candle, but I find this hard. ~ly own most recent work in 
teaching composition may be with students who are too far 
gone, too much products of what we've been doi':g in. the na~e of utility. I will say, that I have had some experiences in my advanced composition course, a course designed for prospective 
teachers, that reinforce my present views. In that course we have had some success in getting students to want to write by avoiding grading their work. lvhile I think the mechanics of the operations of the course are not important at this point, you might be interested in a piece of student writing that indicates 
one potential outcome of providing students with freedom and 
finding that they do wish to write. 

A VERSION OF A FABLE 
by 

James Johnson 

... the howling moon was lost falling in a wilderness changing under a pair of Jack Frost underwear as I lay by my sunshine 
companion asleep in the dark cave of love. A self-made grizzly 
bear growled awakening my absent senses. 

"Out of the cave." It was purple at first. 

"Out of the cave." Again but less purple. 

He lit a cigar and filled two glasses with brandy. He gave 
me one glass. 

"Skoal." 

"But my companion?" 

"That is another dimension of these lonely bloody woods. 
11 



Skoal and I shal 1 te 11 ... 11 

We skoaled and he began to tell a sleepy broken tale he too had once rnet--a girl with golden hair ... 

It was a worried silly once upon a time wisdom but the bear was entitled to a wondered share in the universal dream of all. He was once a black-eyed kid, so he said, driving a yellow cadillac and living luxury in a dingy papered shack. His mother was a scrub kneed wide bottomed working woman who scrubbed out the bowery places and came home to cook a perfect porridge. His father was a gambling bear. l\lhat summer brought fall would fill and winter eat. Spring was sometimes honey. Sometimes not. The porridge was hot one special spring day so the three drove over the bridge and bought in Superior a jug of wine made cheaper with dirtier tracks of another tread but drank well with the perfect porridge. Anyway, they returned in wishbone time, home to drink and dine. Pa's porridge was perfect Ma's porridge was perfect. The third was gone. The kid he growled once, he said, then he drank the wine. His sorrow tapered sad to bad. He slid upstairs and there--that was where he found the firl--the storybook girl the one with the golden hair, who awoke too soon and ran down the stairs away and away. 

The kid left home to find the bear and a life his own. Sometimes he flew upside down laughing in the crosswinds, soaring among the barren branches, eating flesh and bone unpealed, and falling into the pond and stream running along the hill to the top of the mountain searching for something within the bees precious tree but only finding a yellow head bouncing in love in a one way canyon breathing breathless air and wanting not the honey but the golden hair. All summer he teased the young and small without reason and j ealous.ly watched the male and female enjoying most the female--the salmon, the berry, and the other selfless dying autumn myths. He found a cave in which to dream not deep as the pool in the stream and the .mirror on the pond but instead hollow and long as the canyon of breathless air where the girl with the golden hair is a dreaming silence. Tomorrow the springtime sprung memories all over. Honey trees and berry vines and new salmon running times with sunshine lightening the endless canyon rising and setting within an elusive endless canyon that was cold and nowhere--the girl running thru with raving golden hair. 

Dreams that rise in youth"sometimes set younger yet when summer salmon swam with summer wine while bears with valid ids were drinking and the dreaming grizzly bears were sexing still for honey forgetting tomorrow only for a sorrow as an alley as ancient as the one way canyon. Otherwise make the wine in autumn then sleep all winter sometimes hanging empty sometimes hanging together with kisses in the morning or sometimes with a 
12 
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h k Only for today what is. Ul bleeding heart tat ass . d thankf . within a grizzly bear lives. While gol en 1mon berry wine h . t Sa . ltiple of zeroes in t e mis • hoir is a mu . 1 e My ~ I looked up to a dream disapp~aring: I was a o~ .m the . h ficial raying hair was gone ro companion with t e super 1 nger dark The moon had changed; its f love It was no o • • h h'le cave o •. . remembering only a summer eaven w i shape was ~a~~~;n~r~;gwas golden hair to live but for to~a, in the ed~s tonite and to vanish quickly with one real drin and to ie 
with reality... * * * * * I While I'm not sure I can paraphrase Jim Johnsonhor ~hat . h h meant I am hesitant to say tat e know precisel~ ~ta~ o~t his ;yntax. He has gotten beyond me; ought to straig e . I en. o his writing, question him he is better than I am, hJ y but we both recognize the about it and even sugg~st c ~nges,I hope that I can find this . onies in our respective roes. :r re situations with more students. 1n· mo 

t t·on I've been dis-_I would likei~~a~~o1~rw~:~c~i~~oc~m~osition and some implicus~ing a new ~a~ rationale for teaching practice. If anyone cations of sue. 1 be ond the rational,e' a reason for human-asks for a ration a e ~ . ht we 11 find it in these izing cofmpDosKitiS·mo:{hiw~1~~kahp;e:~!d in the Octover, 1967, issue words o • • 
of Minnesota English: 

Our students are saying, or se_em to me to be . g that they want possession of an art of sayin , . · f 1 more discovering more honest' more meaning u ' . satisfying relationships with other human be~ngsf 
They want to know how to escape from the_mhas_sfo t 

d h ·1·t whic in ec concealment, suspicion' an osti l y 
their engagements with elders and ~ee:s· Thei· want to know how to discover what_1t :s that ies -between man and man, the truth which is not t~etpo~ . n of one or the other which does not exis a seSSl.0 h • h • ated all prior to an actual engagement, w ic _is ere in the act of engagement, which is experi~n_ced, rather than objectified, and which underli~s a~l t sense of community among men. They ~ant' in. s or , . the skill of managing their speaking ~n~ not simp~y h' h ·11 be reputable and tradition-• t • ng in ways w ic wi :~~ l.efficient, but a skill in discovering the symbols tha~ mark the gulf separating them from others,_or in discovering the symbols that define t~e way in which men separated by such gulfs can st~ll tre~t each other as human beings, and not as t reatening 
objects. 

. h E \'sh and prospective English teachers at the Tom Boc1g teoc es ng , f h MCTE University of Minnesota, Duluth. He is executive secretory o t e ' 
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Models in Remedial English: 
An Interim Report 
. by DONALD W. LARMOUTH 

University of Minnesota, Duluth 

Engli:ep;~;;~:; ~!sc~:~:!~1i~~nin high sch?ol and college 
and spelling to problems in c~rns '. ranging from mechanics programs now in use te organ1~ation and content. Many 

~~m~~=i~;~;~s~~;h;~o~~;; ~~i~~1;:~:~go;;f~;t:w~ta!i1c1!v:is be . . . . · is is most obviously true in 
togi~ning ~omposition, where the teacher often feels forced c oose etween a narrow, restricted startin • a scatter-shot approach which does nth· g-point and is however a d . 0 ing very well. There lo;s of spe~ifi~r~y uct~e appro~ch which is generalized ·with out 
program emerged fro~ ourew:;~e~~a~~ea;~ t~~ ~asic de~i~n of this course offered b th O me ia composition Minnesota Duluth b~t ~~artmE_mt_ of Engl~sh at the University of a 1 . , ' e principles which underlie it ma pp yin several other circumstances as well. y 

l. Assumptions and Objectives 

This P7ogram_was designed to fulfill several Ion -ran 
~d cumulative obJectives which, though limited in -o!e ge 
~:p~~;~~!h w~~!po~~~~;~ed :/u~1tantial basis for fu;ther work 
as follows (in order of pri~;it~)~tated, these objectives were 

1) To develop a heuristic for the d' 
th

. iscovery and sorting of 
ings to be said; 

2) To develop control of a specific model for argumentative 
paragraphs; 

3) To develop control of a specific model for argumentative 
essays; 

4) To develop c_ ontro_ l of an acceptable wri· tten · 1 dialect, and especia ly its high-frequency, high-utility features. 

The decision to begin with argumentative writin was m d 
~~u~:i;:~~~=n~p!:o:~~~l~n~tructured (th~reby le~ding i:s:l~e~o and be . very common in an academic setting cause argument involves the most· b • ' • o vious awareness of 
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occasion, audience, and logical progression (adequate evidence, 
warranted conclusions, etc.)--an ·awareness which the students 
intuitively possessed in advance. 

The program was designed under several specific assumptions 
about the teaching of composition which have been borne out by 
the results of _the program during the past two years, although 
it should be emphasized that this is an interim report, rather 
than a final evaluation. Early results, however, have been 
sufficient to suggest that these assumptions have merit and 
deserve more exten5ive testing. Briefly stated, the under-
lying assumptions of the program were as follows: 

1) It was assumed that students could best learn to 
structure their material by imitation of specific 
models; 

2) It was assumed that students could progress more rapidly 
if the long-range, cumulative objectives of the program 
could be broken down into a series of immediate but 
incremental objectives whenever possible; 

3) It was assumed that students could best learn the features 
of an acceptable written dialect by imitation (including 
copying, substitution, and embedding), rather than by 
analysis of grammatical structure; 

4) It was assumed that students could progress more 
rapidly if they were consciously aware of the specific, 
immediate objectives (and consequent criteria for 
evaluation) of each assignment as.well as the cumulative 
objectives of the program. 

It is obvious that these assumptions are not original to this 
program; however, they do take on specific meanings in the total 
design, especially since their advantages are not cancelled out 
in the combination. 

Finally, the program was designed in view of several facts 
about the students themselves, facts which probably apply in 
some measure to most students in a beginning composition 
program. Their conscious recognition, however, is basic to the 
design of any productive approach to teaching composition: 

1) The students were inexperienced writers, but they were 
experienced and competent speakers of English; 

2) The students were already aware of many features of 
argument, including an intuitive sense of occasion, 
audience, and logic; 

3) The students already had a sense of "fair play" in 
15 



argument: they knew that rational argument (logo_s) was not always persuasive; they.knew that emotional appeals (pathos) were frequently persuasive, especially in advertising; and they knew that, rightly or wrongly, their projection of s~lf (ethos) could inhibit or enhance their ability to persuade an.audience; 

4) The students were already aware of the need to adjust to specific audiences and occasions, especially in the oral language but also in writing, and already knew how to make these conventional adjustments at several levels. 

2. Paragraph and Essay Models 

The idea of imitation is nothing new--mimesis is a technique as old as the Greek rhetoricians. This idea, coupled with the assumption that long-range objectives are best achieved in incremental steps, led quite naturally to two basic argumentative models. The paragraph model, already a smaller step, was further broken down: first, students copied a typical claim-support-conclusion paragraph; second, they were asked to sort out the claim, the conclusion., and the support from a scrambled paragraph; third, given a claim and support, they provided several possible (and warranted) conclusions; fourth, given a claim, they provided several possible supporting statements (statistics, authoritative opinion, personal experience; examples), sorted out the most persuasive, and drew a warranted conclusion; finally, they were given a few assignments with the claim-support-conclusion paragraph model to be sure that they could control both its structure and its logical progression. To no one's surprise, they could. 

Essentially the same procedures were used to estabiish an argumentative essay model, again brea~ing the essay into incremental steps, of which the claim-support-conclusion paragraph model was one. First, the students copied a typical ess_ay with the model organization indicated in the margin; second, they substituted other transitional phrases for those used in the model; third, they practiced imitating a concluding paragraph containing a conclusion-signal (therefore, thus, in conclusion, etc.), a summary of the 'ilssay's arguments (two or three claims), and a restatement of the thesis (a,~ajor claim); fourth, the students worked on an introductory paragraph containing an "opener" and a thesis statement. At this point, the students controlled the basic ingredients of the essay model, so they were given several essay assignments to see if they could imitate both the structure and the logical progression of the model. And, again to no one's surprise, they could. 
This approach no doubt appears to be very restrictive, and 
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time it should be obvious that these it is' though at the same . . es. ecially in the academic basic models hav7 ~ide ~PP;~~~1~o~; ob~ious that other m?dels etting. In addition' it . 5) In our work with the s • d (see below section • d could be designe ' . Duluth • for example, we use concentrated Employment Program in nda a~d a variety of reports. models for business let~ers, memo:~vid; a point of departure f?r Other models can be ~esigned_t? p The point of the whole series other kinds of exposi~ory writ:n~. not a fixed and unbreakable is to establish a basis for wr~~~~;d state should be invite~ to mold, and students at a ~~rer~blem for most inexperienced wr:ters transcend the.models. T P_ h. 'deas and models provide Y to organize t e1.r 1. , 
1 

is finding some wa . bi problem to establish severa least one .way. It is not a g at which students may choose. models among 

Mechanics and Style 3. 
ems of mechanics and style have been For many years' pr?bl h but the approaches have not f English teac ers, b a major concern o . d of new materials has een changed much, even ~h?ugh a myrita tural to transformational f t ditional to s rue produced, rom ra handbooks to programmed texts •. grammar, from workbook: t? ed b many research reports, is The basic problem, as 1nd1ca~ ofy rammatical structure does always the same: the an_aly~1~ gWi th all of this research' not appear to transfer :o writing. t teach new writing habits by it certainly seems futile to try o 

analysis. 
we decided to emulate some of In designing our program,l e teachers by emphasizing the methods_o~ mo~ern foreign ~ng~~~erns, rather than conj~gaproductive imitation of st~n~ar s~b·ects and verbs, correction t ions declensions' underlining 1 t~ 1 ·devices that apparently ' 1 h ther ana Y 1.ca • of errors, and al t e o h involved copying, substi-go nowhere. Basicall~, our ~p~:~:~ding, all of whi~h are tut ion and pattern drill,. an A ain this is nothing new. productive and not_a~alytic~~;s w!th; pattern-drill approa~h Fisher reports positive :es E 1· h and Mellon reports posi-in Linguistics and Remed:al i~gr~:n~formational Sentence-Embedtive results with e~bed~ing . h anticipates several features ding a recent publication_whic ncurrently with the work on __ , 0 materials ran co . h of our program. ur did not interfere, since t e . paragraph and essay models, but f the program in which mechanics models remained a separate p~rt ~ved and style were not directly invo • 

tudents were asked to copy some Throughout t~e term, s_ h was eriodically checked. materials into a Journal whic 11 tped at the end of each week, h • rnals were co ec f Typically, t e JOU . least 300 words each day, our so students were co~ying at 2 000 words in the quarter. Half days a week, appro~imately 1 ' enerated by the instructors, of the journal assignments were g 
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while the other half were chosen from respectable magazines 
(Harper's, New Yorker, Esquire, Ramparts, etc.) by the students themselves. The students were also required to comment upon the significance of the journal selections. If any errors/in copying were made, the students were asked to copy the selection 
over. Naturally, this was onerous work, but it did involve a steady kinetic reproduction of standard prose patterns and compressed, as it were, the effects of extended reading into a 
shorter span of time, with a minimum of supervision and class time. We were satisfied th'at this kind of exercise did transfer to writing, since the number of infelicities at all levels of 
structure was significantly reduced (see below, section 6). 

In addition to the copying exercises, students were given specific instruction in highly frequent mechanical problems such as confusion of to/too, their/there, know/no, its/it's, etc. 
Since we couldn 'twork on everything at once, it was decided 
that specific attention would be given only to those forms which were very frequent in the language and which generated the most negative responses in the reader. The problems individualized 
quite rapidly, which was to be expected; thus, on a given assignment, a student might be responsible for imitating the structure and logic of the model, documenting his support, and avoiding confusion of their/there, to/too, plus a few specific misspellings of frequent wor~This meant that the evaluator was forced to wink at several other problems which might be developing in the same assignment in order to concentrate the student's attention upon a few. This procedure seems very sensible and could be expected to work. It did. Naturally, many problems remained at the end of the term, but the students were in control of the most frequently-occurring forms, which substantially reduced their chances of making errors in their 
assignments in Freshman English. 

Besides copying and concentration upon highly specific 
individual problems, two other devices were used to try to 
develop some specific syntactic habits. Following the lead of 
foreign language teachers, we set up some specific syntactic 
patterns and asked students to manufacture a large number of similar patterns, both orally and in writing. For example, if 
students were having some trouble with subject-verb agreement, it was always because something (phrase, clause, or whatever) intervened between the subject and the verb, something which 
contained an item of different number than the subject. It was a simple matter to set up several sentences involving such a pattern, elicit some of the same type orally, and ask students 
to write many sentences of the same type, using their own 
vocabulary. Naturally·, no mention was made of technical grammatical terminology, since the studetns already knew the patterns orally anyway. This technique was supplemented by a program involving the embedding of smaller sentences into larger, more 
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ex sentences. Kellogg Hunt has suggested (pr~bably cor-compl -- 1 .- t· ••maturi_ty" can be measured 1n terms of tly) that sty 1s 1c .• · -- ·- tut rec umber of embeddings occurring in stude~ts' __ sentence-ou p • the n h . t- 1 _· zed on this observation in his recent work. I 11on as cap1 a 1 • h n \e h little doubt that students began to ave sy -For us t ere was - 1 • rting • 'd · ff' cul ties as they tried to relate t 1e1r suppo . tactl~s ~og~cally' rather than simply listing ~hem, an~ a ser~es remar beddfog exercises appeared to improve the1 r capac1 ty to o of_ em A airi it must be recognized that the s~udents already this. . g ' . t in the oral 1 anguage as nat1 ve speakers of 
haV~. t~~s t~:p:~~c~rn of the embedding exercises _and. the ~at tern Eng is ' f that prior competence to their wr1 tten drills was to trans er 
work. 

4_ Invention and Pre-Writing . 
Thus far we have described the prog~a1: as it app !1;s to 

1 ' • ob· ecti ves emphas 1 zing the nee _ or three of the four ~aJor h J But it~ most important objective, 
incremental steps fl: ~:~ristic for discovery and sorti~g of the developmen~ o b d'scussed In a companion article, material, remains to e lb der. analysis of the problem of 'Ir. Bacig has presented a roa_ t~ describe the classroom tech-

t • Here our concern 1s inven ion. ' d. the proaram techniques which were • ues that were use in ~ ' • d th prob niq ,, . . ,. These techniques were a1me at e . -called pre-wn ting· . d for things to be said. lem of establishing a ~1scovery ~:~c:n~::ad an effort was made 
-This wa: not an. analyft1ca~/r~~:de~ts thems;lves as they con-to elicit materials rom e 
fronted an issue. k d earlier that students came to the P:ogram It was remar. e . . . of occasion and audience with considerable 1nt~1t1ve a;~::n:!~reness can be made confrmn their oral exper_1ence. 1 . t d . pre-writing. Too often scious and.then usefully expo~ :ud~:nce; but in an argumenta-students do not wr1 te to. a rea h ther as in an oral debate tive format, they can writfe hto eacd·e~ce c;n be openlv discussed, . . The demands o t e au 1 • s1tuat1on. f h dience's values and consequent especially in terms o t ~ au . clearl in mind, then the expectations. If the a~d1ence i~s for se l~cting' from all the students have an obJective ~~sh most likely to be persuasive possible arguments, those w ic are 

Another basic idea in pre-writing emerge: from the fac~ bl • r linguistic competence in that students have considera e ~r10 f an issue generated more 
h 1 language Oral d1scuss1on o • . t e ora -- •. h •tino- out tentative outlines, ideas in a given time span t a~hw:~ we;e immediate in the oral since the exchange and the fee at dent's remark often triggered • • •-10re important one s u s1tuat1on. -• - ' 1 so that t_he teacher no f 1 esp onse in someone e se, a more use u r • d f'lter These unstruc-longer had to function as a P:o o~h: b~sis for a better

tured discussions' then' prov:ded debate out of which some 
, informed approach to tdhe en~~:ng uppo~ting statements emerged. specific arguments an speci ic s 
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Pre-writing proceeded in incremental steps, following 
the steps f?r con~rol of the pa:agraph and essay models. After 
a_general discussion of the topic, students were asked to pro
vide suppo:t (or~lly} for a specific claim which had emerged 
from the dis~ussion. For example, given a general discussion 
on ~he question of college credit for the remedial course (a 
subJect c!os 7 to the hearts of the students, who were currentl 
enrolled in_ it), some students made the claim that giving credrt 
was a good idea because the students would be better motivat d 
Th: next_step was to elicit some evidence which would suppor~ • 
this claim: 1) rewarding students was better than punishin 
them; 2) students deserved credit for the heavy work load r 
the course; 3) du:ing_examination periods, students would b~ 
forced to spend their time on their credited courses rathe 
than the ~on-credit_course; 4) the students were p~t behi~d 
schedule in completing their degree work in four years which 
was discouraging. These pieces of support were record;d on the 
blackboa:d. Then the stude~ts had to decide on the strongest 
support in terms of the claim, the audience (in this case the 
Freshman English Committee), the accuracy of the support 'and 
draw a warranted conclusion. As the students progressed' the 
were con~ron~ed_with a proposition (thesis) and asked to,pro-Y 
duce claim: in its support--claims which in turn had to be su _ 
porte~ • Finally, general topics like ''Industrial Pollution" p 
were in~rod~ced, a~d the students, again orally, had to restrict 
the top~c S Pollutrnn of the St. Louis River by the Cloquet Wood 
Indu:tries , for example), generate a proposition, and form a 
th:sis. If ~he discussion broke down for lack of information, 
this ~as a signal to head for the library, especially for arti
cles in current journals. This approach, by the way, was much 
better than a "bu:y-work 11 library exercise for persuading 
stu~ents to use library resources. Finally, the students wrote 
thei: paper:, following the paragraph and essay models, docu
men~ing their sources, and aiming their work at a specific 
audience. 

As the program continued, formal pre-writing was reduced 
more and more, so that individual students had to fill in the 
gaps o~ ~heir own, until finally they were able to confront a 
proposition, genera~e a thesis, find support for claims, and 
draw warranted, rational conclusions. We found that as the 
students inc:easingly worked on their own, a brief i~troduction 
of the classical topdi (topics) was useful, especially the 
cause-effect, antece ent-consequence, and problem-solution 
cons~ru~ts, as well as testimony (authority, testimonial, law, 
statist~cs, etc.). Of these, cause-and-effect was the most 
pr?ductive of arguments, and testimony was most productive of 
evidence •. Toes: constructs emerged rather naturally from the 
gener~l discus:ions, but_their formal specification provided a 
c?nscious,_ ra~1onal sorting-device for breaking down a oroposi
t1on and f1nd1ng arguments and evidence when students were 
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working al one . 

s. Abstraction of Paragraph and Essay Models 

Although from some points of view the methods used to 
abstract the models used in this program may be irrelevant, it 
would seem that a specification of these methods, simple as 
they are, might enable other teachers to abstract their own 
models to suit their particular needs. More important, such a 
specification would enable a considerable expansion of our 
admittedly restricted program to cover other kinds of composi
tion. 

The basis for this procedure is tagmemic grammar, the 
slot-filler system. Originally, tagmemic analysis was designed 
to abstract "formulas" for word formation, phrases, clauses, and 
sentences in a given language. Recently, however, in an article 
in College Composition and Communication (December, 1965), 
A.L. Becker attempted to apply tagmemic analysis to paragraph 
structure, arguing, essentially, that the paragraph could be 
seen as a linguisitic unit. This kind of analysis was discussed 
in greater detail by Francis Christensen, Paul C. Rodgers, Jr., 
and Becker in a symposium on the paragraph in the )lay 1966 issue 
College Composition and Communication. This application is pro
ctuctive because it enables the abstraction of paragraph structure 
by a definition of the "slots 11 (such as claim-support-conclusion) 
and a sense of the "fillers, 11 i.e., the nature of claim-sentences 
as opposed to support-sentences and conclusion-sentences. More
over, at the essay level, it is easy to specify other slots and 
fillers, such as transition-slots, as well as expanding paragraph 
structure to essay structure, with specific slots defined in in
troductory and concluding paragraphs, as indicated in section 2 
above. 

To demonstrate the procedure more explicitly, we might 
examine another kind of paragraph. In an effort to set up a 
model for a compare-contrast paragraph, several examples of 
such paragraphs were examined, both in successful student 
essays and in professional work. These were broken apart, 
sentence by sentenc~ to determine the relationship between the 
first and second sentences, the second and third, the first and 
third, the second and fourth, etc. It was easy to show that the 
first sentence typically established the basis for comparison or 
contrast, and the next few sentences typically described the 
first member (person, project, policy, etc.) of the comparison 
in terms of the basis previously established. Then a "shifter" 
(.likewise, on the other hand, etc.) appeared, followed by a 
descript1onof7:n°ecitner member of the comparison, again in 
terms of the basis .for comparison established in the first 
sentence. Finally, a concluding sentence evaluated the signifi
cance of the two members in terms of the basis for comparison. 
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Out of this analysis emerges a model for a compare-contrast par
agraph: 1) statement of basis for comparison; 2) descrip
tion of A; 3) ''shifter"; 4) description of B; S) evalua
~ion. This tu 7ns out to be a productive paragraph model, once 
its structure is abstracted, and it is readily expanded to a 
compare-contrast essay model, just like the claim-support-con
clusio~ model. More important, the logical progression of this 
mod71 is easier to manage, since the basis for comparison is 
avail~ble for reference and testing. Naturally, a pre-writing· 
t 7chnique emerges too, with discussion of both members, estab
~ishment of bases for comparison, etc., and students then fill 
in the slots of the model with their own material. 

This same procedure is adaptable for many different kinds 
of writing, a fact which is tacitly recognized in the forms for 
business letters, police reports, memoranda, casework reports, 
etc., that appear so frequently in training manuals for industry 
and government agencies. While working in a communications 
project in the Concentrated Employment Program in Duluth, we 
had to abstract models for several kinds of institutional com
munications, since the people in the program were being trained 
for paraprofessional positions in schools and government agen
cies. This experience persuaded us that the imitation of models 
w~s_indeed a widely adaptable approach for many kinds of compo
sition. 

6, Interim Results 

The program described in this report has not been tested 
~ong enough to warrant definite conclusions. At the same time, 
it seemed that some purpose would be served by reporting the 
progress made thus far. In the fall quarter of 1968, two 
experimental sections were arranged (with a total of 65 students, 
31 in one section and 34 in the other--an absurd overload!). 
By the quarter's end, sixty students remained in the program. 
Of these, 90 per cent definitely controlled the structure of 
the basic argumentative paragraph and essay models, and about 
72 per cent could manage the logical progression inherent in 
the models. By checking the frequency of stylistic and mechan
ical errors in earlier and later papers, we were able to show 
an average reduction of errors of about SO_ per cent at all 
levels of structure: spelling reduced from 71 errors in the 
first set of papers to 39 in the last, with more drastic reduc
tion of errors in frequently-occurring words; punctuation 
errors reduced from 22 errors in the first set to 8 in the 
last; syntactic errors reduced from 19 in the first set to 8 
in the last; stylistic errors from 11 in the first set to 6 
in the last. Errors in high-frequency forms like its/it's, 
their/there, your/y-oti_'_r_e, to/too, etc., were virtually elimi
nated--from 47 in ~rst papers to four in the last papers. 
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In order to get some sense of the efficacy_of the reme~ial 
rogram in preparing students for Freshman Engll~h, we obtai~ed 

their final grades in English 1 ~nd a verbal estimate of their 
k from their instructors. Tins last step was necessary 

~o~ause of the common final examination in use at the time, 
e examination in which students' papers (written <luring the 

an -hour examination period) were read and graded by two other tWO - f 'l d h' instructors in the Department. lf a studen~ ai e t ~s ~aper, 
he failed the course, no matter what his prior grades in<licat 7d. 
This practice (which has since bee~ aban~oned as grossly un~a1r) 

ld have made for considerable distortion of the results if wou 1 • • d • t th he instructors' opinions had not been so icite prior o e 
~onunon examination. Of the 60 students who finis~ed the r~me
dial course, 36 were allowed to register for English 1 (10 
failed to pass the course, and 4 withdrew before the end of the 
term). Of the 36 who passed the remedial program, 13_passed_and 
11 failed. The remaining 12 were not able to enroll :n Engl~sh 
1 because the sections were closed. Of the 11 w~o f~iled, five 
ere doing passing work prior to the common examination. Of 

:hose who passed, one received a B, eight recei~e<l C's and four 
eceived D's. This improvement over the previous quarter was 

~o doubt due in part to greater experience in teaching the pro
gram and the substantially smaller class· size, ~s w7ll as some 
improvements in the materials. Moreover, by tins time we had 
argued successfully for the abolition of mandatory '.'s for 
students who failed the common examination, so the instructors' 
judgment of a student's progress was More likely to stand. 

In the Fall quarter of the following year (1969), we had 
five sections of remedial English, with about 25 student~ per 
section, and three sections are currently being offered in the 
Winter term. Although final grades for English~ in the Winter 
term are not yet available, we were able to obtain some 
sense of the students I progress to date, and indications are 
that about 80% are doing passing work, which represents a 
substantial improvement over the average during 1968-69. 

7. Summary and Conclusions 

The experimental program in reme<l~al compos~tion described 
in this report was designed on the basic assumption, borrowed 
from the teaching of foreign languages, that st1:1d~nts could 
best learn to write minimally acceptahle compositl?ns by pro
ductive imitation of paragraph and essay models which had been 
divided whenever possible into a series of incremental steps. 
The cumulative objectives of the program were to. develop a 
heuristic for the discovery and sorting of material, to c?ntrol 
specific paragraph and essay models, and to control the high
frequency features of an acceptable written dialect• ·111~se 
objectives were fulfilled in incremental ~tages by exercises . 
based on tagmemic subs ti tut ion and emhedd1ng at several leve 15 



~! st ru~ture and by pre-writing exercises involving prior 

. 1.:'cuss1.o~s' debates' and speeches' thus moving from. oral ~ral 

wn tten d1.sc?urse. Preliminary results· have indicat d th 0 

the pro gr~ 1.s productive and can be modified to d 1 . · ~t 

several different kinds of writing. ea w1.t1 
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Film-Making 

and Teaching Composition 

by RONALD L. L YCETTE 

Bemidji State College 

Since the rise of universal college education in the United 

States, there have been increasing cries of alarm in academic 

circles about the unwillingness of today's students to read. 

Newsweek critic Jack Kroll wrote that "the act of reading is not 

central to the youthful sensibilities of our age, which have 

forgotten that this act is the original, the true psychedelic 

experience" (April 13, 1970). And Karl Shapiro, one of our most 

respected contemporary thinkers, wrote in a nationally serialized 

newspaper editorial that we are experiencing a "literary break

down," a vulgarization of young minds seduced by "kitsch-carnp

op-pop-absurdist-revolutionary sweepings and swill" (Minneapolis 

Sunday Tribune, April 19, 1970). Shapiro arrogantly accuses 

today's youth in sweeping generalizations of snivelling self

pity, "mindlessness," and subjective "gibberish." 

Now it is evident that many college students suffer from 

verbal and visual illiteracy in that they lack the sensitivity 

to appreciate good books and good films. There is a definite 

breakdown in "sensibility" and it is alarming. However, what 

most advocates of academic despair often fail to realize is that 

the contemporary young person is not without great emotional and 

intellectual potentials. This is, indeed, the age of television 

and films more than a great age of literature; but, contrary to 

much academic assumption, the influence of film is not neces

sarily negative. Teachers who scoff at films and expect only 

30% of their students to learn what they teach are more at 

fault, I submit, than their subjective students. Although 

movies are visual, they do deal with principles of composition, 

with character, with plot, with symbols, and with moral implica

tions. If verbal literacy has suffered, then educators must find 

a means of restoring its value. Today's students have a highly 

deveioped visual imagination, and this alone perhaps makes them 

better potential learners than students of preceding generations. 

Literacy is not merely the province of the printed page, because 

it involves numerous senses and media. 

An experimental freshman class at Bemidji State College 

during the 1969-70 term produced several short films and studied 

the relationships of verbal and visual composition. It was a 

successful effort to fuse the interest of the teacher in poetry, 
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fiction and non-fiction with the interest of the students in film ";ock II and the ''hippie" movement--what Shapiro and others call,"kitsch." It was an effo:rt to involve the freshmen with structural principles and to stimulate the discussion of literature. The goal was not simply to teach rules of composition but to stimulate the students to learn through creative participation and to make literature come alive. 

The Bemidji students produced "interpretive" films based upon poetry--"interpretive" in the sense that it is impossible to establish literal visual images for poetry and in the sense that the class had to select symbols and settings and music. It is evident that the potential of short student films need· not be limited to poetry alone, nor to lyrical poetry ~lone. The alternatives are perhaps limitless given an imaginative teacher and interested students. The specific goal of the experiment at Bemidji was to relate visual and verbal composition in conjunction with learning English, though. A documentary film tends to detract from literary relevance, and a feature film or a dramatic film is too complex and requires too much time. Consequently, the short lyrical poem, which is suitable to short films, was ideal for the purposes of the project. 

The first step was to introduce film-making to freshmen. This was done by viewing brief "experiential" films. Through an analysis of such films, the class learned techniques which they could use in producing their own films. Man:·, available through companies and universities through the country, include films dealing with numerous facets of experience and reality, such as sand dunes, the sea, or the journey.of a leaf into oblivion. (A few major outlets include Pyramid.Films Corp., P. 0. Box 1048, Santa Monica, Calif., 90406; McGraw-Hill Films, 330 West 42nd St., New York, New York, 10036; and Field Services, Audio-Visual Center, Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind., 47401.) One film which particularly fascinated the students was the Kodak production "The Searching Eye" about a young boy's developing powers of observation. Throughout the film, the camera juxtaposed what the boy saw, like a bird in flight, with more universal human impulses, such as flight and the conquest of space. The.film did an excellent job of relating the subjective experience with the aspirations and knowledge of mankind. Sensibility, therefore, begins with observat).on. 

The second step was to define guidelines applicable to both visual and verbal composition. Over-all Design: Every film and everything written in poetry, fiction, and non-fiction adheres to some controll:i,,ng emotion or concept. As essays require outlines, films require carefully planned scripts. Coherence, Transition, and/Continuity: Both films and literature of necessity are'Sased upon sequential images or scenes which must be linked coherently to achieve the specifi~d effect. Emphasis, Economy, and Selectivity: In order to fulfill the over-all 
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1 f of expres~ion require . t·on both verbal and visua orms d intenti of emphasis the elimination of irrelevant details an momen s ' . f settings, symbols or incidents actions~ and thed::!~~ti~~eothemes. As the students could_see which will be:t p ial films--or even in feature films demonstrate~ 7n the co~~~~s--repetition is one of the most or in telev1:1on commde: volves motifs that often develop sug-mmon techniques an in --~ co t·ve levels of meaning through symbols. ges 1 

h ·milar principles of Although film and literd~turlel adv1.eff!~ent Whereas film has • • • they can be ra 1ca Y • . Wh compos1t1on, . . is not as limited. ereas spatial-temporal restr1ct7ons,d~~~~:{ive concrete manner, poetry film involves the senses i~ a m re c~nnotative, and more is more flexible, more ambiguousins~ance visualize Shelley's imaginative. How does one, f~~od which ;ear/ The saple:s foliage "The sea-blooms and th e oozy . nal public media, "? F • Im has been an imperso , 
0 

of the ocean • i b. ti ve personal experience. ne whereas poetry has been a su J:c.t but dozens make a film and 
Person may write a poem ~r r:a _1 '1ved with social and factual b ee it Film is 1nvo great_num ers s it~rature, esp~cially lyrical poetry, is experience:, but lh 1 ·cal and emotional experiences. involved with psyc o ogi 

visual and verbal media are both exten~ Nevertheless, the ower of sensibility. Both are d~nam1c sions of the same human P f • ually and imaginatively. in that they constantly shift ocus v~!tic and more verbal in If anything, films _have become mo::ciivel and to penetrate order to involve viewers ~ore s~bJ f e y Consequently, we have beyond the physical exte:1or a; i~~:e:~i~g attempt to break seen in recent feature fi~ms ah uh flashbacks, stream-ofspatial and temporal ba~:~:~~cte1~e~ts. Film has, in othe: consciousness, and psyc . ,, for emotional experiences• words' sought "objective correlat1 ves 
. . commercial films and attempting In the proc:ss of v1e~in~ d. i class learned that poetry to define guidelin:s, the :m:o~ rinciples upon sensations and depends in its basic compositi_ P although its ultimate b tions of experiences, . ordinary o serva . 1 than the surface representations effect was far more emotiona F ost created his poetry out of of a film. For example, Rob~rtd rountryside--the animals, trees, the materials of th~ New EngA~~ho~ h much poetry is far too seasons, and farm ritual:· . d git is also true that most abstract to be clearly visualize i . al reality of commonplace 

Poetry derives from the phenomefno ~g1tcance the poetry of Emily d t Witness or ins ' h "d objects an evens. '·11· It was Coleridge w o sai Dickinson or_William ~arl~~ ~~e ~:~;ete and the abstract. The that poetry is~ merging ... was an effort to merge poetry. film-making proJect at Bemi~Ji ·th as many facets of sensiwith the visual and the auditory, :1 d by the students, therebility as possible. _The films pr~ ~c:ith a musical background. fore, combined the visual and ver a 
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The third step of the experimental class was the process of actually producing short films and demonstrating the principles of composition to the students. The class was voluntarily divided into interest groups. The script team took all the essays written on the poems discussed in class, condensed them, and reworked them into a finished script--essentially a highly detailed outline. This included pictorial representations or drawings for each sequence of images. Three film teams were established on the premise that filming is best done by groups of three or four. Each group had its opportunity to do actual filming. Another group was selected to edit and put together the final product. The sound-synchronization group was composed of students interested in music and sound effects. Most of the class, consequently, was involved in the project. If a similar venture-is undertaken elsewhere, it is possible that one general group of interested students could handle the entire operation in all its facets. 

For the initial experiment, the instructor selected several poems which loaned themselves to visualization and to the limitations of the season--winter. Among these were Robert Frost's "Desert Place_s" and "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening," Wallace Stevens' "Snow Man," Kenneth Rexroth 's "Snow Storm," and Ralph Waldo Emerson's "Snow Storm." In such a project it is recommended that the students be given greater leeway than several poems; it might be possible, for example, to produce a film interpreting the lyrics of a popular song. 

It is through the process of evaluation and script writing that the greatest benefits occur in relating the visual and verbal media. Analysis of the poems revealed the power of figurative language and demonstrated the differences between denotation and connotation. On the literal level, "Desert Places" operates spatially and temporally within definite limitations, beginning with the downward motion of "Snow falling and night falling fast, oh, fast." A lonely man pauses by a snowcovered field and is overwhelmed by its emptiness. The movement of the poem goes from the skies across the barren field, into the woods, and finally to animal lairs before returning to the "empty spaces" of the sky. The final movement is psychological and penetrates the "desert places" within the man. "In effect, Frost's poem operates sequentially much like a film. The visual reality becomes emblematic through its process of accumulation of the internal emptiness of an individual who finds no meaning in reality. 

Given this spatial and psychological movement, the students concentrated on the actual montage, shot by shot. A first rule of verbal analysis is that the individual slow down the vague, elusive imaginative processes. For instance, some of the first spontaneous scripts called for a total of one minute of filming 
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students were unable to relate externa~ ti~e to t~e in-because The crucial problem in communicating ones 1 process, • d d of tern~ and insights is that one must halt the rap1 spee .-. feelings . t'ons to organize a response. Self-expression 1 ive assoc1a 1 , • b • impu 5 . 1 . The 1·magi·nation the realm of ver al power, disc1p 1ne. ' • • f ·t iS a d breadth than the visual reality, or 1 11as much more ~cople at~e physical but also the psychological and . iudes not s1mp Y inc . ..,.itual As Emily- Dickinson wrote: the spi~ • 
The brain is wider than the sky, 
For, put them side by side, . 
The one the other will contain 
With ease--and you beside. 

The brair is deeper than the sea, 
For hold them, blue to blue, 
The'one-the other will absorb, 
As sponges, buckets do, 

Th imagination is quicker than the visual i~ar al~ the sequences ~f ~ film. It breaks spatia , barriers. Emily Dickinson also wrote: 

and can contain 
and temporal, 

Infection in the sentence breeds-
We may inhale despair_ 
At distance nf centuries 
From the malaria. 

1 on a Page") ("A Word Dropped Care ess 

. . cher may make such truths evident, Through the f1lm-mak1ngda t~~ sensibilities of his students. and he may thereby broa en e 
• is that the writer always A second rule of_v:rbal analy1~!d The Bemidji students must become more specific and deta t~d to describe in the encountered problems when they atte~p s the wished to film. script the exact visual representation y f"lled field t film It calls for a snow- i Emptiness is easy O • h but the lonely man? Is he to and a gray,.bleak skl. Butl~?at~eostudents argued this point be young, middle-age , or O • ld The "absent-and concluded that he was to be an°. m:~i ous but the total spirited" defini tio~ given by Fros7 :s a Sno!'1 is falling, th!:l end effect of hi~ poem is more sugges~: v d~ is near, and the "few 

? of the year 1s near, t~e enld ~~ tll im;ly that the fullness of weeds and stubble showing as a 
life has passed. 

. --and every student wrote A compa:ison of stude~tds~~~P~ffferences in sensibility his own vers1on--demon 5t ra e t d nt the persona f the class For ones u e , - -between members o _ • . t was "a man 5 lumped by defeat ,; was just a man. For ano~her, 1 idden b his collar." For 1 and coldness whose face 1~ half h lk. g d~wn an old dirt road in another, it was a small figure wa in 
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an isolated place beneath a darkening sky. 

A third rule of composition is that h • terns of transition or punctuatio I t e writer follow pat-only the line and stanza but 1 n.d_ n the poem, Frost uses not periods, semicolons and,th l~kso irects the imagination with do in writing. In ;he filme t~ e~-as_stu?ents themselves must cinematic techniques such , c ~ i~ag1nat1on is directed by depends, in the final anal a~r ... a e-rn and fade-out. Communicatio ' ys1s, on form and pattern. n 
When the actual filmin d • three students' one "actor ~ a~ a~r1 yed for "Desert Places'" secluded road and spent tw' a~ t e instructor drove to a minutes of film. Since th~ an a half ho:irs filming about eight Frost uses the words "lonel _poem ;;epeats its mood.so often--th f"l iness, "lonely "or ""t" •• h -- e 1 m team selected symbolic ' • i • eig t times --a solitary leaf a tree t k representations for the words 

d 
' run sunk in snow b k • conceale holes for the "anim 1 1 • ' . ' a ro en limb' and the visualization adhered to :h a1:s '_of the poem. In this way, selectivity, and symbolism The prrncip~e~ of repetition, • correlate the verbal and • t· e screen images attempted to ~ emo ional experienc y • rememuered that the film will . e. et it must be interpretation. always remain one possibility, one 

Another rule of compositi h. was that of juxtaposition I on w ich the students discovered sons and contrasts off" • ~ poetry, we encounter the compari 1gurat1ve language I f" -presented the side by side sh • ,. n 1lm, we _are stance' the "Desert Places" /is that establish tone. For infield, from the man's face toit~ goesdfrom the man's face to the man's face and so on Th . e w?o s, from the sky to the 
1 

t· ' · e visual images of 1 1-a ion were constantly juxt d one iness of iso-up towards the definition o:P~:e wit~ the man in order to build 15 own internal isolation. 

In conclusion it can be allocate funds for'simil ~ecommended that other colleges poetry with rigid, undev:~oproJects: . I~ :tudents approach capable of reading with morped sens~b1~1t1es, they will leave create a film version Ase appre~i~71on if they attempt to critique of the experiment o~; Bem~dJ1 student wrote in a more without thinking of p~ t· c~ t look at woods or fields any had come alive through th :- t images or film shots." The poem for himself the dynamic p;oc~s:•o:nd th~ st1:1den7 had discovered al:o learned basic principles of co~he ~m~g1nat1on. The students said that the script writin . pos1t1on. Another critique learn how to order her own :hass~gnments enabled the student to final step, that of editing ao~g ~~-and make them concrete. The the necessity of pruning irre~e a i~g s?und, also demonstrated the auditory and imaginativ van~ eta1ls and of correlating not limited to one sense no; ~:p~r1ence: Sensi~ivity, then, is reconciling the internal and th ne media. It is a power of e external. 
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How does the college teacher implement a film-making program? It is not without diff1culties. The most apparent _ problem is the lack of academic training among instructors that would qualify them to produce films. Nevertheless, with some basic research, any teacher could J-\andle the project. He can turn to numerous books and articles. The National Council of Teachers of English in Champaign, Illinois, provides free bibliographies. Numerous articles are available through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service at the National Cash Register company, 4936 Fai:rmont Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, 20014. perhaps the richest source of materials is the Consumer Market Division of Eastman Kodak Company ·in Rochester, New York, 14650. see, for instance; "Pictorial Continuity, How to Shoot a Movie story," Meredith Press, 250 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017; "The Motion Picture and the Teaching of English," AppletonCentury-Crofts, 440 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10016; A Casebook on Film by Charles Thomas Samuels, Van Nostrand Reinhold co-:: New York, N.Y., 10001. See, also, the Winter, 1970, issue of the Minnesota English Journal. 
The teacher can also turn to his audio-visual department. There must be one or more Super-8 Cameras and projectors; there must be editors and tape recorders. During the Bemidji experiment, an audio-visual consultant worked closely with the students on several occasions. He gave a lecture on films and film handling. In addition, he accompanied the film teams on field trips. Since an expert was available, the Bemidji project also produced some 16 MM films, which are of course of a higher quality than Super-8 since they can be reproduced. However, 16 MM films cost about three times more to make than Super-8. The average 200 foot, 10 minute Super-8 film costs approximately $30--and this includes the cost of film, developing, and the addition of a sound track. A budget of $100, therefore, would cover at least three Super-8 films, or more if they are of shorter duration. Costs can be cut by putting sound. on a mag-

netic tape instead of a sound track. 
Audio-visual experts will tell you films are produced by amateurs on a 3-1 or 4-1 ratio. For every three films shot, one can be put together after editing. But I would point out that during the Bemidji project an almost 1-1 ratio was achieved on a few of the films because of the emphasis placed on pre-planning. If the scripts are carefully developed, and if the film-makers are willing to go through the extensive maneuvering required to actually make the film in the sequence it is planned, costs can be kept down and students will learn more about the value of pre-

composition. 
The teacher must be the coordinator; he must set up a working schedule which permits pre-planning, filming, and the two weeks needed for developing and editing, as well as the several 
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weeks nece~sary for addition of sound tracks. It is his · b 
make t~e films. relevant to .literature and to co . . Jo to 
of a film-making project should b •. • mpos1t1on •. Most 

Instead of assigning ten theme ~ an out.-of-class assignment. 

working on the films might onl s, l~ oth~r words, those students 

~ng overloads ofreading and w~i :r~ te eight. Instead of a,;sign-

1mportant short poems and k d g, the t~ache~ could assign 

evaluating the poems and t~s stu e~ts to first write an essay 

might film the poems Thaten_to_wr1te a full script on how they 

th • , in itself is a 
at stresses the student's ,own , . process of_ teaching 

contei:iporaty teacher is to hel :ct_of discovery. And if the 

ate, if he is to broaden theirpse ll~t~r~t~ students become liter-

a learning project that invol n~1b1~1 ties' ~e must offer them 
ves t em in creative participation. 

Ronald L L 11 h • yce e, w o teaches at B .d .. S · 
account of h· f·1 em, " tote College, gave lhis 

,s ' m program at the MCTE EI h . 
in Duluth in Moy )970. event Spring Conference 
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Imitation, Parody, and Composition 

by PAUL H. GRAWE 
Winona State College 

I will always remember that day in high school when I was 

first made aware that composition should be creative and a matter 

of personal experience. It was not, as we so frequently assume 

in teaching composition, a great liberating experience. We were 

given a simple open assignment to write a poem on anything we 

wished. That was all. And the only thing that came into my mind 

was a vast terror that I wouldn't know what to write or how to 

write it. 

I also remember the poem I finally handed in. "Inspiration" 

struck after I had gone to bed the night before the assignment 

was due. Mentally, I developed the total, two-stanza poem and 

then rushed from.my bed to find pencil and paper before the idea 

vanished. It was a dreadful piece in heroic couplets, a complete

ly unimaginative, clich,-ridden description of a robin. I was 

.not impressed with what I had written, but I was glad to be 

done with the assignment. 

Too often as I look over open and general area assignment 

papers today, I have the uneasy feeling that my present students 

are repeating my own experience with creativity and personal 

expression. Like me, they are terrified by a blank piece of 

paper and a vague command to write a poem "about my world," or 

"my favorite thing." Like my poem, their work seems often a 

desperate effort to get something, anything down on paper. 

They are so busy finding something to write on and a basic or

ganizational principle to use, that any more sophisticated mat

ters such as style, a definite attitude tOWll-rd the material, or 

a definite sense of the probable reader are totally forgotten or 

ignored. 

There is, of course, a great deal to be said for creativity 

and for personal expression, but we may need a great deal of so

phistication in our assignments if we are to achieve them. Above 

all, we are unlikely to be able to directly assign students the 

task of being creative. One of the best methods of indirectly 

soliciting creativity from students, I believe, is to assign 

parodies. Parody sets students free in a remarkable and strange 

way. My best way of explaining why it does so is to say that 
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parody, right from the_beginning, giv:s the_student so1?ething to do. Even if he has no idea what he will write on, he 1s not left confronting a blank sheet of paper. Instead, he can continue to read good work that might provide a vehicle for his composition. As a pure by-prod~ct of the assignment, he is paying closer attention to his reading.as purp?seful, organized, styl-ized writing. • 

Once an embryonic ideardoes come to him, the student can try it on several models to see what kinds of possibilities open up. Whether he succeeds or fails in fitting his idea into a particular model, he is developing the sense that a writing assignment is not a single idea, but a developed pattern. Whether his idea does or doesn't fit a parti_cular model, he is getting some sense that his parody will have to develop definite attitudes toward its audience and material if it is to be a satisfactory imitation or exaggeration of the original. • 

When the student finally has both an idea and a model in mind, the model will often force him to work up to his fullest abilities. Say the student has chosen to write about a tank crossing Viet Nam as John Steinbeck described a tractor crossing miles of Oklahoma fields in Grapes of Wrath--as one of my students did this year. Steinbeck's choice of hard, clean adjectives will force the student to search for his own, equally powerful adjectives, The student may be tempted to write a melodramatic ending, but Steinbeck's consistent impersonality will force him to see and to imitate the elegance of understatem~nt. While the stu\ient working without a model easily slips back "to his own level" QJ: even below it, just to finish the assignment, the student parooist is forced to put his ideas into advanced, artistic forms he could hardly be expected to master on his own. 

The amazing thing about parody assignments is that they are so greatly enjoyed by so many students. Students enjoy reading parody--witness Mad Magazine among many others--but more importantly, a great many of them can enjoy writing parody. Last year in one of my classes, more than one fifth of the class wrote extra parodies beyond the assignment, evidently simply because they enjoyed it. The obvious explanation for this joy students take in parody is that parody appeals to a youthful sense of fun. Take, for example, the following parody of Robert Frost's elegantly simple poem "The Pasture," which begins: 
I'm going out to clean the pasture spring; 
I'll only stop to rake the leaves away 
(And wait to watch the water clear, I may): 
I sha'n't be gone long.--You come too. 

The student parodist, who was in a sophomore college survey of American literature, wrote: 
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The Bowling Alley 
I'm going out to have an evening's fun; 
I'll only stop to have a beer or two 
(And wait to see the dancers--just a few): 
I'll be gone quite awhile--you stay here. 

I'm going out to bowl with the team ' so fun That's number one in the league. Itds To go out with the boys after we're one. 
I'll be gone quite· awhile--you stay here. 

. . . case was only a better than average stu-The parodist. rn this t h of Frost's elegant simplicity, she . dent. But_w1th the cru c • ·ve and memorable. Despite a metric found a voice that w:s ~reat1 the student in general, managed problem in the secon ~. a:~a ;ted and subt'le reliance on the • to imitate Frost's sop 1: ic tl freed from worrying about . 1- But most 1mportan Y, . iambic ine. , d·. t went on to advanced techniques, saying anything, th: pa~~ ~spersona of the other sex. notably the assumption 
. . i nificant factor in students' While humor is obviously a 5 g f 1 • • ng their . d h a better way o exp a1n1 . interest in pare y, per_aps h students have unique ab1l-enthusiasm is to_r~cog~ize tT~! ~~~~; we become, the less imita-ities of verbal 1m1tat1on. tofus could learn a new b At eight or ten, mos f tive we ecome. . f rmal training; at sixty, none o us language fluently without o e iven to imitating the could. At forty-five, few of us ar dgus· at fifteen our teach-• f those aroun , ' verbal idiosyncracies O t , too-oft-repeated formula ' favorite phrase or our paren s . . ::es sources for careful imitation and hilarity. 

. • ·t t·on he gives up the When a student attempts ser~~~ss~;~ :e~nf~rcement of humor. easy successes of burle:que ~:dm students the essentially dual y t after I have expla1ne.d y . I f"nd that a great e ' . . • serious and comic-- 1 nature of 1m1tat1on-- something personally mean-many of them prefer to attemptdt~ ~~ya literary style. Aided by ingful to them rather than tote ~ni ues of a great original, the serious tone and elevate~ ec_ q them great satisfaction they often write something t altd g1vesr dare say on their own. h things they wou neve "d and t at says . . h "What the Thunder Sa1 " The following serious parody of tde from one of the bright-. f T S Eliot's Wastelan came section o •.• h lass in American literature. est students int e same c 
Here is no love but only hate 

Hate and no love and the deso~ate world 
The world populated with machines 
Which are machines of hate without love 
If there were love we should stop and care 
Amon st the hate one cannot stop_or_share 
Laug~ter is silent and.peace is 1~ J~o~ardy If there were only love amongst t e a e 
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Dead machines mouth of carious teeth that cannot 
Here one can neither stand nor lie nor sit 
There is not even kindness in the machines 
But au~omatic selfish existence without love 
There 1s not even awareness in the machines 
But dull lifeless eyes ignore and overlook 
From doors of crowded tenements 

And no hate 
If there were love 

If there were hate 
And also love 
And love 
A seed 
A leaven among the hate 
If there were the sound of love only 
Not the H-bomb 
And the missiles singing 
But the sound of love over hate 
Where the peace-dove sings in the 9live trees 
Love peace joy love peace joy 
But there is no love 

kiss 

. Imi:ation, as a pedagogical device, has been around a lon 
time. Milton learned his craft in part through it as d"d c· g 
b:f?re him. It is an ideal tool for pushing stude~ts toithe icero 
l~m1ts of their ability and beyond those limits with the aid of 
~ e great works of their heritage. It appeals to the vivacio 

umo: of Y?uth and to youth's imitative instincts. In advanc~~ 
s7ctions, it c~n be used as an introduction to the analysis of 
11~:rary techniques. And, though classical in oricrin it often 
ac ieves our elusive modern goals of creativity and p;rsonal 
expression. 

Poul Grawe is on assistant professor in the English Department of 
Winona State College. 
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Breaking Down Resistance to Writing: 
the Multi-Media Assignment for 

the Adult Student 

by RITA CAREY 
St. Mary's Junior College, Minneapolis 

Just what topic assigned will encompass the interest, exper
ience, the aspiration of this heterogeneous Freshmen Composition 
class? Perhaps half the class, ages 17-19--fresh from writing 
literary evaluations--could grind out pages on research topics. 
However, the remainder of the students are returning adults, Viet 
Nam veterans on the educational programs. A fraction of the 
adults are anywhere from five to twenty years away from class 
room writing assignments. Those years in between held work in 
industry, travel, marriage, children,--divorce. 

"You write best of your own experience." "But I can't think 
of anything to say." "Sit and write for an hour; I'd rather be 
shot." "The kids are always interrupting." "Try to write a 
class theme after fifteen years; it takes me twenty minutes to 
compose the first sentence." And so go the echoes throughout 
the class room of English Composition 103. 

Behind the brooding eyes of the returned G. I. must lie 
strong emotions and vital ideas waiting for expression. The 
teenage Freshmen have thoughts and asptrations to be sorted out 
and laid down on a sheet of paper. The ambitious mother could 
write of both comedy and human tragedy if but given the incentive. 

Try the multi media spark. Have set up in the class room or 
writing laboratory: an overhead projector, a slide projector, 
a record player, a tape recorder. The student is asked to note 
down his reactions to: 1. pictures (no title); 2. scenes of 
distant or near locale; 3. a song, a ballad--preferably of a 
little vintage so as to have memories or associations to record; 
4. readings of several poems either by the instructor or some 
familiar professional voice. Any media that lacked impact on 
the student were to be disregarded, and the writing time spent 
only on the meaningful experiences. Be prepared for an out
pouring of memories, some touched with the emotions of inter
vening years, some deep philosophical explorations--all with 
lively feeling--their best writing. This assignment breaks down 
that fear of seeing the idea spread out on the white sheet of 
paper. 
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Here are some of the results of the multi-media writing 
assignment: 

"The Bells"--a song. 
My thoughts swiftly moved in the direction 

of life. How auspicious is birth--the miracle of 
it all, from the union of two bodies in love to 
the beginning of independent breathing. Bells or 
joyous noises should be made for every babe that 
is born into this world for I believe that birth 
is beautiful--an experience that God, himself, 
devised. Birth and life is an entity within 
itself. 

Bells ringing, ringing, ringing--do they 
clank their clankers when the mind dies? I 
think not, oh, but the physical death--then? 

Yes, then if a great President, a Pope, ·has 
fallen prey to the Angel of Death the wagging 
tongues of the bells tell the world. But for us 
unadulterated folk, who die a thousand deaths in 
our short lives, no bells ring--or cannons roar, 
nor do guns salute. Death for us can come long 
before the statistics get the news. 

Slide of a country scene--to the Viet 
Nam veteran come pungent memories. 

"A soldier is trying to climb the mountain, 
trying to forget, to collect his thoughts, to 
re-live his youth. He's trying to forget his 
past--Asia, the war, Oriental prejudices, slant 
eyes. Now it is round eyes that fill his mind 
in this Victorian? West. Can he .forget those 
refugees? They are many, countless coming from 
nowhere, those children, crying, contemptuous. 

A picture--a paragraph response. 
"A flash of light ahead of me. A smal 1 square 

filled with color and the image. It's a red Span
ish tiled roof on a whitewashed house. Oklahoma 
City? No, somewhere in Arizona where its warm. 
I can feel the sun warming my face. All over the 
Southwest there are many such houses. In Mexico 
I saw a house made of beer cans and mud. Yes, that 
was at San Louis two weeks before I gave birth to 
my first son." 

A muddy road scene via the overhead. 
"We were bouncing along when all hell broke 

loose." Charlie decided to hit. We managed to 
get a break in the cloud cover so some air .. support 
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helped us. What I really did that day doesn't 
matter. We fought and "Charlie" fought. We 
took some casualities and inflicted some. There 
were lives I saved and those I couldn't save. 
How the final tally_carne out.I don't know; it 
was just another page in the ehapter called "Nam" 
in a book called Army written by Doc, the senior 
Battalion Medic. --

I thought I could never write down what 
happened to me there, but when I saw that road 
of red mud I was back on Highway One. Now I 
want to pu~ it down oh paper. 

Masterpieces of correct writing? No, there was much to be 
done in areas of organization, revision, etc., but the students 
had written fluently, joyously. The multi media assignment had 
banished that fear of the blank page. The student realized his 
bountiful storehouse of knowledge from which he could draw 
material for his themes. 

ENGLISH IS ALIVE AND WELL. 

and living in two unique language series which present the study 

of English os o vital necessity rather than a dead letter issue. 

Gino's VOICES IN LITERATURE, LANGUAGE., AND COMPOS!, 

TION, developed by Jay Cline and other leading educators for 

grades 9-12, encourages the reluctant, hard-to-mot i vote student 

to trust in his own creative powers. The lessons· replete with 

colorful sketches, photographs, cartoons, and even avant-gard 

abstracts . vividly reflect the attitudes, interests, and conflicts 

of modern society and its I iteroture. Through a series of multi

media materials in addition to the texts, the student chooses 

among O wide variety of aural, oral, and written activities. 

GINN ELEMENTARY ENGLISH for grades 1-6 (1970 copyright) 

similarly integrates oil ospects of the language orts. A rich pro

gram in oral expression is developed through conversation, story

telling, dramotizo_tion, choral speaking, and reporting. A listening 

program encourages active ond alert listening, while corefully 

designed exercises in written composition guide the child thrnugh 
varied stages of writing - from single sentences toshortstories, 

news pieces, concise messages, and short fottual reports. 

GINN and COMPANY A Xerox Company 
450 W. Algonquin Road, Arlington Heights,, Illinois 60005 
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Young Writers' Conference 

by NAOMI CHASE 
University of Minnesota 

One Saturday in May, 1971, the campus of the University of 
Minnesota will be the scene of a young writers' conference. 
Pupils, with their teachers, will join with others to converse, 
discuss, and write. The theme will be creativity, and the writ
ing will be on-site creative expression. 

Because facilities for housing such a meeting are as much 
related to its success as classroom and school arrangements are 
to progress in young scholarly pursuits, a compact facility has 
been tentatively selected: Nolte Center f9r Continuation Study. 
The number which may be accommodated will thus be limited by the 
space available. 

At present, plans allow for a teacher with one or two pupils, 
all of whom have been working with creative writing, to further 
their study by pooling their experiences and gaining new ones 
from discussions with authors and teachers. The talk would be 
interspersed with writing, and the product would be published. 
A great deal of responsibility for the success of the venture 
will be placed on the participants. 

As for the total number who may constitute the conference, 
it cannot be large. Neither the nature of the work planned nor 
the possible facility allow for large groups. Probably a hun
dred persons, teachers and pupils, would be practical and pro
ductive. All contained in one building with rooms for general 
meetings, or smaller meetings, plus a noon meal, the-conference 
would be appropriately isolated for work. The Museum of Natural 
History next door might provide a needed change of scene and 
pace. 

A maximum of thirty-three Minnesota communities could be 
represented by a teacher and two pupils each. A more flexible 
designation of participants may, and probably will, be used. At 
present the entire project is only in the projection stage. Fur
ther information will be made available through the Minnesota 
Council of Teachers of English, and later through the Nolte 
Center for Continuation Study, University of Minnesota. 

Some elementary school teachers may not realize that the 
MCTE has a growing membership and concern for the Engiish 
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(Language Arts) phase. o~ the education of young children. ·• W~ th 
so many areas of prof1.c1ency adopted by eleme~tar( teacher~, 1 t . 
is sometimes difficult to choose emphases. W1p _1t be.-s?c1~,li:; 
tudies, mathematics, science, English? This next ye_ar .it 1s 

~oped that some wil 1 emphasize En~l~sh, and give co~siderable 
thought and time to children's wri trng, en~ugh to wish ~o attend 
the conference. The· winter issue of th~ Mrnn~s?ta ·English Journal 
will be devoted to a'rticles about creatl ve wri trng for and by. 

11 children, one source of motivation for teachers to plan espec1a Y 
for a writing emphasis. 

It is through the interest in education expressed by the 
McKnight Family Foundation Fund that funds will be available for 
ublishing the writings accomplished by the childre~ at the con

~erence. Whether or not the articles will be i~ed1ate_or de
layed products has not yet been determined. It 1s ~oss1ble 
that there may be a choice in the matter. Ho~ever .1t turns.out, 
the published writings will be created and edited by the writers 
themselves. 

The conference will not be a contest. Every child will have 
an opportunity to contribute someth~ng to the t~ta~ effort. of. th_e 
conference without relative evaluation. The pr1nc1ple of 1nd1-
vidual worth and uniqueness will be maintained. The ~rogram to 
be followed wi 11 be available in October, 197_0. It wil~ show 
evidences of many freedoms involved in creative writing_as ~e~l 
as numerous responsibilities to_ the readers for whom the writing 
is meant. 

The·persons who are serving as the planning cgmmittee for 
the conference are Pat Connors·, St. Louis Park Public Schools; 
Enrica Fish, University of Minnesota; Ger~ldine Kozberg ~ St. Pau_l 
Public Schools; Nancy Johanson, Macalester College; Norine Odland, 
University of Minnesota; Ruth Stein, Dniver~ity o~_Minne~ota; 
Thomas Walton, Ely Public Schools. The cha1rma11 1s Naomi Chase, 
University of Minnesota. 
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~OJ~l! 111 OUR WOQlb O~ Violence 

Fragmenh On Violence and Children 
by TOM WALTON 

John F. Kennedy School, Ely 

The flux of society's values daily leads us to question 
what is accepted, tolerated, or deemed a right. One area of 
co~cern in recent years has been the material presented to 
children by the TV screen and the movies. Questioning of these 
media brought an evaluation of some of their practices. From 
it came a changing of time slots for a portion of the advertis
ing and material presented during some hours of the day by the 
television industry. The movies also made an effort to give 
parents a better concept of what form of movie was being 
offered through a new rating system. Before us now is the moot 
question of what is happening in children's literature. 

With fifteen children, I have explored a very small number 
of books entering our school library and/or entering the home 
through the increasing offerings of paperback books. Our dis
cussion began with a book found in our reading series at the 
end of the guided study of the selection. Not all of the child
ren responded to the questions presented, but earlier question
ing sessions prompted some of the questions now asked as we had 
encountered the violence in the selection. The book was 
Helen Griffith's The Wild Heart (Doubleday & Company, Inc., 
1963). We began our discussion with the author's skill in 
making the incidents seem real - with the author's ability to 
draw the reader in to become a part of the story. Part of the 
children's answers are included in this review. Follow-up 
responses by the teacher or other children have, ·for the most 
part, been deleted. Immediate response was given to the inci
dents in the corral as the gauchos methodically killed the 
horses for their hides, to the horse killing the puma to pro
tect herself and her foal, and on to the point where the horse 
kills a man who has cruelly attempted to break and ride her: 

"I didn't like it where the horses couldn't get 
any grass or water for days; it was like a night
mare." 

"The thing that bugged me about this was that the 
gauchos were treating those horses that way and 
forgot tha1; they should be treated like them (the 
gauchos)." 
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question: 

question: 

l 

question: 

question: 

question: 

question: 

"What bothered me was that every tim~ they talked 
about the blood type of air, it smelled real awful. 
I mean---it sounded real awful." 

"She had a right to do it (kill the man), because 
he was so mean to her." 

"I think this was different. The horse killed the 
puma in fear. The man had no patience. He was so 
eager to ride, he sort of lost his mind. The man, 
she had encountered before and seen how cruel man 
was. Now she had felt his spurs and his whip and 
she did it in her own mind." 

Did the violence bother you? 
"She had to save her life." 
"No, because many of the things that happened had 

a right to happen." 

Would you have read this book if I had not been 
reading it with you? 

"No, when we discussed the book, I got more out of 
it. There were a lot of hard words." 

"I'm not sure. The beginning was kind of boring, 
but as you went on (the children in their own read-
ing) it got more interesting." . 

"I would have if I had run across it because I 
would have wanted to know what was happening." 

We've had other stories that had violence in them. 
Did any of you have books that had things that 
bothered you, or did not bother you? 

"One when the father died ... The child became an 
orphan ... The child became responsible for every
thing." (also) "Bayou Backwater!" (Written by 
Allan W. Eckert; Doubleday & Company, Inc .• 1968). 

Didn't you like this one, and why? 
"Well, sort of. It explained a lot on what ani

mals ate and that stuff, but I didn't like the part 
where the crocodile got the deer." 

"Because the crocodile is mean and the deer is 
pretty and delicate and along comes the big croco-
dile." 

But in our other story, La Bruja stomped the puma. 
What is the difference in the two stories? 

"The deer is like La Bruj a. It doesn't hurt 
animals. It runs free. It couldn't see the croco
dile· and run. You see?" 

Sort of. Something that would destroy another 
living creature? Why not La Bruja and the puma? 
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"The puma,. he can kill other things, but La Bruj a 
eats grass." 

"Well, I can sort of understand the crocodile and 
the deer. It was sort of like the crocodile kills 
and they (the other animals) don't overpopulate. 11 

question: We had another book that came in, that I objected to. 
Can you remember which one? 

''Member of the Gang." (Written by Barbara Rinkoff; 
Crown, 1963T.- --

"They were having rows . 11 

"There was swearing in it. 11 

question: Did this bother you? 
"No. " (group) 
"Well, they are sort of popular words now when you 

get angry." (laughter from the group) 

question: Are swear words nothing? 

question: 

question: 

question: 

question: 

question: 

"They are sort of something, but, uh, I've been 
around people who use them and they just do it to 
show their anger. They are a popular way to show 
anger." 

If the swear words did not bother you, what was 
there in the story that did bother you? 

"When they were having a row, one of the guys got 
his ear cut off." 

We have another story where someone loses an ear 
and you do not object to that. Where is it? 

"Savage Sam." (Written by Fred Gipson; Harper & 
Row~-.-

"The Indian. 11 

"Arliss bit it off. 11 

Why is this different? 
"I think the Indian deserved it." 

Any other books? 
''My sister brought one home where the kids take 

bottle caps or can covers and cut each other and I 
didn't like this . 11 

"Last year we read a Hitchcock book about a boy 
and a cocoon .... (relating the story and picking 
out the horror parts)." 

What is the difference? 
"The stories about the can covers, they just did 

it to be mean." 
"The cocoon, oh I think it was just made. up." 
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question: 

question: 

question: 

question: 

question: 

question: 

La Bruja? Is that made up? 
"Maybe not. It's sort of, but you think that it 

might have happened." 

Bayou Backwater? 
~. they' re real! 11 (group) 

Is this what bothered you about the books? 
"Yes." 

What other books are we going to read that you are 
looking forward to? Our next one is about Thomas 
Jefferson. 

"Oh, Hakkon of Regen's Saga is coming up." 
(Written by Eric Haugaard; Houghton Mifflin Company, 
1963.) 

Why are you waiting for this one? 
(boy gestures with a knife thrust to the chest) 

Is this what you are looking for? Will it be real? 
"No . " (group). 

question: Is it all right' then if it does not seem real? 
"Yes." 

Through the continuing discussion and the subsequent listen
ing sessions with the tape of the class discussion, I find that 
I have several th.oughts centering in my mind. Bayou Backwater 
is a very graphic description of life and death struggles in 
the animal world. The illustrations that accompany the text are 
very interesting, but there are two of the "crocodile" and the 
deer showing the approach to the deer under the water and the 
violent tearing of the deer in the water. Member of the Gang is 
realism at its best as the young boy attempts to find himself 
in this changing society with all of its problems. The physical 
contacts are no doubt a reality and the problems real, but it 
leaves me wondering how capable my children are at recognizing 
the implications, since they find themselves in a similar search 
for self without being able to avoid its problems. Finding 
the Lord's name in print in much the same manner that we find 
so many of our words appearing with new meanings, and uses, is 
a rather difficult use to accept in a child's book - in any 
book, for that matter. 

Beyond the immediate books, I find myself wondering just 
what is the purpose of literature on an elementary level--to 
serve as a model? to raise questions without assistance in 
answering them? to just be realistic? I wonder if we do 
not capitalize on man's curiosity with carelessness at 
times. Are we responsible for our words, be they in print, 
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in illustration, in speech? How much of what our children 
read is related to what they see on TV, and is it then an 
isolated incident or an overall picture of what our world 
really is? 

Do the book reviews from various sources and the cards 
in the. card catalogue give explicit warning of the vehicle 
or message carried in some ·books? Are the reviews availabl 
to all teachers in a systim, to parents when paperbacks aree 
p~rcha~ed? Federal funds to increase buying power for 
l1brar1e~, new authors, improved methods of illustrating, 
paperback books--all combine to bring more and more books 
before us. Who reviews all of these books? 

. Does exp?sure to violence again and again finally leave 
me 1mi:iune to 1t so long as it does not physicallf touch me? 
In th1~ flux of changing values, is there a line at which 
there 1s a place to stop? Who will do it? 

• 
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Problems, Problems 
by JOHN STREED 

Minnetonka High School 

The title I have chosen is useful for more than just 
rhetorical emphasis. "Problems, Problems" means lots of 
problems, all right. But it also is meant to suggest that there 
are two categories of problems. I call them "inner" and "outer" 
problems, problems that have to do with the choices I as teacher 
confront. And it does seem, to be sure, more and more, a con
frontation. Yet there is something else about the title, acer
tain tone, a hint that things can't be quite all that bad . 

As a preface to this consideration of problems facing the 
teacher of iiterature, I had better propose the definition of 
literature from which my comments arise. Literature, I suggest, 
is twofold: it is the analysis of the way things are and the 
affirmation of the way things ought to be. The second part of 
that definition lifts literature from the purely physical world-
the definition goes beyond sc.ience--and sets literature squarely 
in the moral universe. Further, literature tends to deal artis
tically not just with human experience but with humane experience. 
It follows, then, that the teacher of literature is or should be 
engaged in the process of literature, that is, in analysis and 
affirmation. In so doing, the teacher of literature deals with 
the content of literature, which is chiefly the record of humane 
experience, the accumulating wisdom of mankind. There are 
problems from the very beginning. 

Consider, first, the teacher's role in analysis and affir
mation. Should I push one view, or should I be an impartial 
critic? Should I, in other words, give a course in what I think 
and how I react to a particular bit of literature? Or should I 
keep my own views out of sight? The standard answer is easy. I'm 
a teacher, not a preacher. My job is to present the content in 
as plain a manner as possible. I open doors. I make introduc
tions. I conduct tours. But I do not exhort or persuade. I 
am objective and impartial. My students read a book; they are 
to get the author's philosophy, not m1ne, for· a literature course 
should not be the philosophic testament of the teacher. For 
example, perhaps I do believe in the doctrine of human progress. 
My students should never discover that as we read Lord of the 
Flies together. Perhaps I am an atheist. They should never 
suspect that from the way I teach certain passages in Dr. Faustus. 
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Perhaps I am a Catholic. That should not affect the way I 
treat the Reformation. And so on. 

All well and good. The teacher lays out the data; the 
student makes the judgment. And how else could it be? What 
~ould be more dangerous than a school full of teachers all push
rng their own views on students who--let it be admitted--are 
easily influenced, particularly in junior high? Be objective, 
be neutral, be a careful critic. Give all sides of the issue. 
Do not push your own views. Educate, don't propagandize, that·•s 
the best way. 

But no sooner do I agree to refrain from propagandizing 
than I remember that that is an impossible dream. Objectivity 
is a myth. Neutrality is an illusion. The very selection of 
materials or points to emphasize in those materials is an 
expression of my views. And I interpret from.then on. From 
the first word, I am persuading, persuading, persuading. To be 
fair, therefore, to compensate for the inevitable bias, I should 
announce to the class what my own views are. 

I am an atheist, I should say, or I am a Christian, or I 
am whatever. The students, then, will at least be aware that 
they are in a company store. They will then expect me to be 
hostile to or sympathetic to certain ideas found in the read
ings and will accordingly weigh their own responses. Also they 
will be more likely to challenge and question me, and that is a 
good thing--isn't it? 

Further, I have to look at the material from some· point of 
view, why not let it be my own and let that be known? After all, 
the kids are against pretense, aren't they? And for openness 
and honesty, aren't they? Very well, let us be honest and open. 
Say "I believe" once in a while. 

There are other reasons, some say, for taking a stand. The 
impressionable young student, when his teacher seems never to be 
either for or against anything, may all unawares come to feel 
that there is really nothing very important about literature. 
Books and ideas may appear to have no real impact on the teacher. 
And the obvious conclusion will soon follow. Or in the case of 
the student who likes books and who might be heading toward a 
bookish life, the objective pose may suggest that there is some
thing unscholarly, something undignified, about getting excited 
about a cause. The English teacher of literature, this student 
may conclude, is a little above the struggles of mass man. If 
in the earlier case, impartial objectivity nourishes an anti
intellectualism, here it may encourage a certain snobbery. 
Either prospect is depressing and reason enough for preferring 
commitment to neutrality. 
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That is problem number one: what to do? Since the choice 
of one course or the other will obviously make a great c;leal of 
difference in what goes on in_ the classroom, I am anxious to 
resolve the matter the right way, But I don't know what the 
right way is. The common resolution, I suspect, is simple 
enough:·· give all points of view with emphasis on the right one. 
But that in the end is not very satisfactory; the di lemma 
remains. And in view of the power a good, teacher has over open
ing minds, the responsibility is grave. Especially so in the. 
junior high school where, I believe, so many drifting ships fix 
on a permanent course, albeit unknowingly. 

~lost of you, I think, wi 11 agree with me that there really 
is a problem such as I have just described. I doubt that there 
is equal agreement on the existence of problem number two. 
some of you do _not hold similar premises and, therefore, do not 
face the same dilemma. But however little company I have on 
this one now, I suspect an increasing number of teachers wi 11 

' be similarly troubled in the future and so I bring up inner 
problem number two, the problem of knowledge and power. 

Our efforts, presumably, yield knowledge. Perhaps it is 
not always the knowledge we specified in our lesson plans, but 
it will be some kind of knowledge. • One way or the other, the 
student is learning something. And as Bacon reminded us, 
"Know ledge is Power." But any optimism generated by Bacon's 
words about the mechanics of human development is tempered by 
Lord Acton's claim (after Pitt) that power corrupts. Those 
who are able to, do. And somehow it turns out that somebody 
somewhere suffers in the process. 

Those who can, do, and their doings, naturally, are in 
their own best interests, or alleged best interests. When 
there are conflicting interests, which is all of the time, 
then the stronger power prevails. And in prevailing, the 

' stronger power tends to revise upward its conception of its 
own relative status and importance, thus making the next use 
of power all the more justified--in the eyes of the stronger 
power. As the cycle continues, truth and justice are of less 
and less concern. This is not all there is to the manner by 
which power corrupts and destroys. But it is enough to show 
that Acton's line is no idle slogan. Now if A= Band B = C, 
then A= C; if knowledge is power and power corrupts, then 
knowledge corrupts. 

That's hard. And I don't think it will do to dismiss 
the equation as a gimmick, or as word play. How many thoughtful 
men do you think are entirely easy about man's use of knowl
edg;? In fact, h~w many of you believe, as it is carved in 
letters of stone above Northrop Aud·i"torium, that men are made 
noble by a college degree? Socrates thought that_knowledge 
made men good. Is it not increasingly easy· to think he was 
mistaken? 49 



I suppose I am really dealing with two questions here or 

perhaps two phas~s of one question. First, are men good b; 
knowledge; that is, do they get better, more considerate 

patient, rational, loving, tolerant, and just? Is the f;uit of 

~nowledge more peace and less pain? Some say· yes. I can't see 

it. Second, are men, if they are not made better actually 

~ade worse? Do they use their power to hurt or d;stroy, know

in¥1Y or unknowingly? One question or two, it is all the same 

thing. In general, so far, what seems to be the result of 
accumulated power and knowledge? 

Well, supposing Acton is right. I believe that he is. 
As we te~ch, you and I, what, really, are we doing? This 

pr~ble~ is largely theoretical--until we are asked to write 

ObJectives for our.curriculum, or to defend our work against 

t~e cha~ge I hav 7 Just made, or to justify our existence during 

times of depression and sleepless nights. The second problem 

then, is to find a satisfactory answer when we ask ourselves ' 
what are we doing? ' 

The third problem if it exists, is related. It is an 

aspect, and only a potential one at that, of the problem of 

freedom and responsibility. Does the former imply the latter? 

~e moralists says "yes"; the scientist says "no". Let I s con
sider the alternatives. 

We are always aware of those who would guide--or censor-

our ~ork. T~e fressure varies from place to place and from time 

to time but i ~ is always there. Happily, we teach in a relative-

1~ free land in what many believe to be a relatively enlightened 

time• We may, t~erefore, wit~ virtually all educated opinion, 
take a stand against censorship. And not just the banning of 

book~, but against all external controls and pressures on the 

curriculum. Thus the view prevails in our academic culture 

t~at id 7as sho~ld_not_be suppressed. Not only would suppres-

sion stifle thinking in general, but the wrong ideas, that is, 

the n7w and the unconventional, would be the first to suffer. 

The li~eral a~t~-censorship view is also nourished by the 

Socratic tradition that knowledge is virtue. Truth drives out 

error, we say, as in a recent issue of the MCTE Journal. Don't 

worry about bad books, we tell the self-appointed censors· they 

can_ do no harm. "No girl was ever ruined by a book", and' 

besides, students will, if they have a choice, naturally prefer 

the good books. Censors can't tell a good book from a bad 

anyway. Therefore, we believe that censorship is dangerous 

and we may be ghd that it is as weak as it is; we may be glad 

that we are as free as we are. Yet again, complications. 

Remember the headlines that told us of the murders of the 

Kennedys and Martin Luther King? Or the incredible accounts of 

England's Moor Murders? What, in God's name, we asked, was 
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happening? But headlines don't teil much. The assassinations 

or the atrocity were but dramatic examples of the larger problem 

that could apparently be seen in the cascade of statistics 
about increasing crime and violence. Now I know thare are 

three kinds of. lies: lies, damned lies, and statistics. Sti 11, 

if we can conclude anything at all from what we seem to be 

observing, it is that something undesirable (at leas~ in and ?f 
itself) is happening. We are a long way from barbarism, but it 

does look like our fellowman is a bit more dangerous than he was 

ten years ago. The question is, why? I don't know. B~t the~e 

is an increasing amount of data that suggests that the issue is 

related to cultural _diet. The evidence is accumulating that 

violence begets violence. This is by no means a settled issue. 

All we have now is a suggestion. But it is a sobering one. 

Pre-schoolers and adults alike have partic_ipated in exper-. 

iments which at present seem to show that the sight of violence 

(real or dramatized) and even the sight of instruments of . 

violence does in fact encourage violent response. As one stucty 

put it: "The finger pulls the tr~gger '. but the tri?ger also 

urges the finger." Now the relationships between.violence ~or

trayed and violence for real, and the effect of different kinds 

and amounts of violence on human behavior are matters not fully 

understood. But suppose the future bears ou~ the present, and 

it becomes probable that violence in the movies and on TV does 

indeed on occasion draw out violence in some people? Computer 

people have a saying, GIGO, Garba?e In, Garbag~ Out. Wha; if 

we fi.nd ourselves saying, VIVO, Violence In, Violence Out. At 

the moment this seems to be the conclusion towards which the 

evidence i~ pointing. Might it also be possible, then, that 

what might be the case with these two media might_also be the 

case with other arts? Could it be that drama, still photo

graphy, painting, and even--do I dare say it?--even literature 

operate in the same fashion? We're on dangerous g~ound, are 

we not? It is to the point that Clarence Darrow, i~ the fa~ous 

Loeb-Leopold trial of 1924, claimed that the books in the library 

of the University of Chicago should be blamed for the murder 

of young Bobby Franks, not the defendants who had been led 

astray by what they·had read. 

Worse yet, suppose, as the psychiatri:ts sugge:t, there is 

something of a relationship between sexuality and violence,_any 

relationship at all. There's a rat's nest for t~e progres~ive 

and enlightened teacher. Or think of oth 7r poss1b~e relation

ships, for example, social theory and social behavior, or 

economic behavior. Suppose, in fact, that we are eventually. 

faced with the unpalatable fact that what we have been P:oclaim

ing for many hundreds of years is really_true? Sufpose ideas do 

influence behavior? Suppose the arts, literature inc~uded,_do 
engender actions? What then? And if it is even possible, in 

the smallest degree, that our students will be more or less 
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violent because of what we present to them, what responsibilit 
d? we ha~e? Can we say the good outweighs the bad? That a y 
little violence is the price of progress? 

_No~ this may be, in part, a false alarm. Perhaps the 
:tatistics do err. _This problem then will become something else 
_ut no mat!er what it becomes, we're in trouble. There is a tra' 
in everr direction. Do we want to assert that there·is no p 
connection at. all between books and behavior? Why teach? Do 
;e say there :s a connection? r Then do we plan a curriculum to 
mprove behav:or? Ort? avoid encouraging wrong behavior? Either 

w~y we are doing something that looks suspiciously like manipula
tion, p7opagand~, and censorship. Or do we acknowledge some 
connection but Just tea~h anyway? Let someone else worry about 
the conseque~ces. As did those good scientists who taught 
nuclear ~hysics to the bomb builders. Or the gentle chemists who 
taught Hitler's wardens how to make gas. 

!11:re is a tangle of i~sues here, but the essential point 
is this. a controll 7d curriculum--censorship--may be dangerous; 
an un7ontrol1 7d ~urnculum--no censorship--may also be dangerous. 
I don t se~, i~cidentally, that anything is changed by saying 
that organization~ of teachers should make the decisions. That 
would be censorship by an elite, and would introduce a political 
element. All the worse. 

These_three prob~ems--two are with me now, one seems to be 
on the honzon--are dilemmas or contradictions. They may be 
called "inner" problems, for they are intellectual in nature• 
they are problems in my head, so to speak. But there is ano~her 
~ategory of problems, although the distinction is more a conven
ience than a necessity. This second kind is "outer"• that is to 
say, these problems characterize the world of the cl~ssroom--
and the larger world outside as well. If the first problems 
affect the way I steer the ship, the second group affects the 
sea ah7ad. These problems are, in fact, features of modern life 
that hinder the teaching of literature. These problems seem 
very grave; they alarm me very much. I'm not thinking now of 
those fearful prospects that face everyone. We literature teach
ers have, in addition, (they are not, however unrelated) our own 
problems of a more refined nature. ' 

?ne of these is simply that the modern world is no place 
for l:te 7ature. Books are in a hostile environment. Activism, 
materialism ~the c?mmercial' variety), mechanism, plasticism-
a~l these stifle literature; they make it harder to read books. 
Liter~tu~e--I mean printed literature, not the "literature of 
the fi!m, etc.--needs time; it needs peace and quiet. But. 
what w:th crowded schedules and multiple responsibilities, 
what with the pressures and conflicts of our culture what with 
Hondas~ ~nowmobiles, transistors, and--it's a triumph of 
advertising--the "whisperjet',' time and peace and quiet are hard 
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to come by. How many of you, for instance, have enough time to 
read? And as for finding peace and quiet in this world, one 
might as well look for brook trout in the middle of Lake Erie. 
I have about concluded that only the dead have peace, and only the 
deaf have quiet. Insofar, therefore, as literature is reflective, 
it is at a disadvantage in a culture that values activity and 
experience so highly. This is no new problem although I think it 
is indisputably getting worse. 

The first outer problem, then, is the problem of environment. 
This great big flexible learning center that we live in, the 
world, is like the one in my school. It may be good for some 
things, but quiet, reflective, meditative intellectual work is 
not one of them. This is a serious problem, but easy to identify. 
The next two take more digging. 

In my opening definition of literature, I asserted that 
' literature has to do particularly with humane experience. This 

is to say, the humanizing thoughts and actions of life as 
distinct from, say, digestion which is simply a human experience. 
The distinction is not air tight; doubtless, great poetry can be 
written about the stomach. But the general trend is clear. 

Now humane experience necessarily includes past humane 
experience. It cannot include all past experience, so a 
selection is made, and this selection becomes, in part, the 
accumulated or collected wisdom of mankind. And here is the next 
problem. I observe an increasing disrespect for this collected 
wisdom. True, this is nothing new insofar as the outside world 
is concerned. In fact, we expect it. (Al though, strangely enough, 
the very people who ignore (what I regard as) the t·reasures of the 
past, are the ones who first cry out in PTA meetings for a return 
to the classics instead of all these sex novels!) Be that as it 
may, what concerns me is that not a few English teachers seem to 

1 be ranging on that far side. Traditional literature is not rele
vant, is the way the anathema is usually worded. It does not 
really speak to the unique, particular condition of the modern 
adolescent. The collected wisdom of mankind doesn't mean much 
any more. But I do not mean to say_that this is the problem. 
There is disagreement about the value of traditional literature, 
it appears, but that is a fact, not a problem. The problem 
appears when we plan curriculum. If we disagree, what do we do? 
If traditional literature is not relevant, what is? What books 
should we read in our classes? How do we decide when there is 
fundamental difference? Compromise? Majority vote? Student 
choice? Pot luck? Are these satisfactory foundations for 
curriculum planning? We are called upon to provide an English 
curriculum that is relevant and meaningful, but we don't agree 
on what is relevant and meaningful. And what do we do while 
we' re arguing? 
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This business of relevance and meaning shades into another 
matter. Or, more precisely, dispute over rele_vance and meaning 
is evidence of a much deeper dispute over the whole mat.ter of 
direction in the universe. It is at this deeper level that we 
encounter the third troubling feature of modern life, the sixth 
and final problem in my series, and, in my view, the real threat 
to the teaching of literature in our· time. This particular 
problem has been 1with us all along. It lurked, smirking, in 
the definition of literattire that 1 proposed; it has been 
lolling in the background as we considered the other problems, 
and now it swaggers up to stage front. Literature, you remember, 
was, partly, "the affirmation of the way things ought to be." 
There it is. How ought they to be? To what end should we be 
heading? What, ultimately, is the purpose of teaching litera
ture? There is some disagreement on the matter! But we can 
at least agree that we won't settle for simple answers, that 
is to say, the usual lists of aims and objectives. They don't 
mean much. 

It is always taken as self-evident that we should teach 
our students to understand what the author is saying, to think 
critically, to organize and conclude, and to express their . 
thoughts in writing. Why? What is it all for? The usual 11 tany 
says, "A meaningful educational experience." What is that? . 
"An educated citizen?" Define him. "A useful member of society?" 
Describe, please. "A good man?" There's no need to continue. 
When we usually talk of ends, aims, and objectives, we use . 
terms that are coming to be either labels for operational skills 
(reading, writing, critical thinking, and the like) or empty 
platitudes and slogans. 

For example, a recent NCTE publication, The Growing Edges 
of Secondary English, contains an essay entitled•~ Rationale 
for Curriculum Decisions." It is a useful article, but it 
deiiberately stops before it reaches the matter of ultimate 
meaning and purpose .. These, t~e essay asserts, "are matters of 
private conviction and eternal ,controversy :a~her tha~ bases. 
for consensus and action," and "we are suff1c1ently d1v1ded 1n 
matters of purely educational concern" (NCTE, 1968, p. 15). 
True enough, sadly true enough. 

There used to be a consensus on certain ·ultimate concerns. 
In general, Western men agreed that God gave meaning to the uni
verse, value and morality to human life, and force to reason. 
Meaning, value and morality, reason--these were absolutes, ' 
starting points, grounds for analysis and affirmation. It w~s 
possible to conceive of ultimate ends in light of these qual~
ties and by means of reason--with a little help from rev~lat1on: 
I think we agree that the situation is changing. The phi los~ph1-
cal foundations of Western thinking are dissolving into nothing 
at all. I suggest to you that the consequences are serious, for 
without some kind of agreement on ultimate matters, it is not 
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possible, I think, to have much agreement on temporal matters. 
Without agreeing on a destination, we can hardly agree that we 
are heading in the right direction. 

Formerly, the important issue was, is something right or 
wrong? Now the issue is, is there right or wrong? Or, are 
there any grounds for saying that something is right or wrong? 

Or again,' take reason. Formerly reason was tbought t 
be a unique characteristic of man, a special power •1Jy which man 
could perceive, at least partially, truth, that is, Sod and 
His creation. But now we live in a mechanical univer~e, reason 
can only be assumed to be a casually related series of electro
chemical events occurring a few inches below the top of the 
skull. Reason is a tiny, electric current in the brain. Ration
al conclusions, then, are nothing other than portions of that 
current, nothing more than events in the series. Conclusions, 
then, can be neither true nor false, they are simply results, 
just as other bodily functions are neither true nor false, 
just results. No longer, therefore, may reason be conceived of 
as a beacon illuminating truth. Today, the light of reason has 
become a flickering strobe mea~ing, when you think about it, 
nothing. 

Formerly the issue was, is a chain of reasoning valid or 
invalid? Now the issue is, quite irrationally, almost the 
same. It shouldn't be, but we cannot quite get ourselves to 
admit the full implications of our modern world view. Reason, 
in fact, is something of an embarrassment to the modern mind. 
It is sort of like the wealthy industrialist father of a 
hippy. His existence cannot be justified, his life style is 
abhorred, he is insufferable company, but our hippy regularly 
cashes his allowance checks. 

This is not to say, however, that reason has the status 
it formerly did. The whole wave of drug experience has some
thing to say about the relative worth of reason and logic as 
sources of meaning and direction. A considerable part of the 
arts say the same. Theater, music, painting, poetry, other 
writings--much of it seems to show that experience and sensa
tion more than, or even rather than reason are the sources of 
truth and value. And consider the significance of those 
entertainments known as happenings in this light. Increasingly, 
it appears, reason is discounted as a guide for men. And its 
role nowadays seems to be to justify rather than to direct the 
affairs of individuals. 

Meaning, value and morality, reason--they all enjoy .ill 
health today because of profound changes in Western thin~ing. 
Now it happens that I regret this, but that's not the point I 
want to make. I do not propose any new absolute truths, nor 
am I going to argue that it is either possible or desirable 
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to resurrect the old truths. I am only saying that this is 
the source of many problems. Without agreement on ultimate 
matters, we really cannot agree on anything else except, possi
bly, day to day survival techniques. 

If literature is to be relevant, it must be relevant to 
something, presumably, relevant to life. At least that is 
what I continually hear. And what does that mean? Well; for 
most of us, that means that the literature in question relates 
to certain experiences. And what does that mean? 

It usually means that it analyzes those experiences (in 
whole or in part) correctly and affirms something about them. 
Affirms what? Affirms that a proper reaction to the experi-
ence (acceptance, rejection, whatever) will ultimately contribute 
toward a.better life. And what does that mean? That means a 
life that is in some sense preferable to the present one 
(unless, of course, the present one is completely satisfying). 
But in what direction does that better life lie? 

Well, here we find ourselves pointing in all directions at 
once, and more than a few, if honest, will only shrug their 
shoulders. What, ultimately, is a better life? That is the 
final problem, outer problem number three. The reference points 
are disappearing, we have no faith in the maps, and we're not 
agreed on where we are going. And if we do not agree on the 
ends, how can we agree on the means? As the old Jewish proverb 
puts it, "Can two walk together except they be agreed?" 

It seems to me, then, as I survey things from the perspec
tive of a teacher of literature, that there are problems, they 
are making things difficult now, and there is worse to come. 
The future will be marked by even more discord than the present. 
And that's a lot. 

We have been teaching within a tradition that emerged 
within the context of those old reference points. That tradi
tion has shaped our entire curriculum and much of-what we do is 
nothing other than inherited tradition. But that tradition 
and the intellectual context that shaped that tradition are 
rapidly disappearing (a very good thing in the eyes of many). 
Changes will occur, therefore; they are occurring now, and who 
knows what to expect? Aims, objectives, analysis, affirmation, 
humane experience, traditional wisdom--all will be altered almost 
beyond recognition. It will then be very hard, I believe, to 
find much of the old tradition, the one that lives in the defi
nition of literature that I gave at the beginning, in the cur
riculum of the future. Oh, we will still say that we are 
teaching literature--and we will be according to our new defini
tions--but there will have been big changes. As C. S. Lewis 
puts it: 
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All things (e.g., a camel's journey through 
A needle's eye) are possible, it's true. 
But picture.how the camel feels, squeezed out 
In one long bloody thread from tail to snout. 

Now whatever else that camel feels, he is going to have 
trouble with his sense of self-identity. He will have trouble 
deciding just what he is hnd just what his purpose in life is. 
And so with the teaching of literature. 

One thing is certain. As the number of commonly held 
premises about life decrease, discourse is hindered; as the 
number of common reference points diminish, communication and 
understanding--mind speaking to mind--become increasingly 
elusive. Necessarily, there is less and less likelihood of 
resolving and reconciling the tensions and pressures of life. 

, r believe it is a very serious matter. 

Is that the only prospect? Is discord inevitable? Are 
things really so dark? • It is perf~ct ly proper, even fashion
able, to paint scary, grim pictures these days, but it is only 
polite to conclude with some note of hope. You know, the 
"things will be terrible unless" kind of thing followed by an 
exhortation of some sort. And did not the third use·of the 
title hint that things were not quite all that bad? 

Truthfully, I don't have much hope. It seems to me that 
if there is to be agreement, there must be agreement. That 
doesn't seem too probable right now. True, there are some 
signs: a growing awareness of the delicate balance of nature 
might call into question the modern creed that there· are no 
limits to the works of man. An intuitive turning against the 
machine seems to be healthy. What appears to be an awakening 
social conscience is a good sign. But these are more than 
balanced by bad omens. In sum, I am not hopeful. 

Still, there is something yet to be said. As things 
1 change, as discord and difficulty increase, one good might come 

of it. A lot of illusions will be swept away. This could mean 
considerably more realism about educational and other social 
matters. But then again, it might not. Very likely we will 
go down--but with open eyes. Such views, I know, are not very 
popular. They go against the humanist tradition as well as the 
characteristic optimism of Western culture. I would therefore, 
be very surprised if there were not a number of you who are not 
only skeptical of the pessimism of these remarks but are, in 
particular, trying to shoot down the elements of that last 
problem, the one about value and meaning. Well enough. 
Skepticism is a great defense (though a poor foundation) and 

~ honest argument is always helpful. In the meantime, though, 
~we've got problems. 

Jock Streed delivered this essay as o somewhat longer speech at the 
MCTE Annual Conference in April 1969. 
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Teaching a Course in Literary Criticism 

by DAVID V. HARRINGTON 
Gustavus Adolphus Co_llege, St. Peter 

Principles of critical thinking are so obviously fundamental 
in any course in literature that the college teacher offering a 
course in literary criticism can expect his students to come to 
him possessing greatly varied backgrounds in dealing with criti
cal ideas. Two big problems for the teacher are being tied down 
seemingly to the limited possibilities of whatever textbook he 
orders for the course, and despairing at the thought of making 
orderly progress in such a many-sided.subject with students 
possessing the suggested unpredictable preconceptions. 

Available textbooks and catalog descriptions of courses 
indicate that exposure to literary criticism might consist of 
highly miscellaneous materials. One can study it as a history 
of critical ideas (as in A.H. Gilbert's Literary Criticism: 
Plato to Dryden); as a supplement for courses in literary 
periods (any of the Goldentree Books an literary criticism edited 
by O.B. Hardison Jr., Samuel Hynes, or Daniel G. Hoffman)'; as a 
survey of modern schools of criticism (Wilbur Scott's Five 
Approaches of Literary Criticism); as suggested tactics for 
literary interpretation (Zitner, Kissane, Liberman' s ~ Preface 
to·Literary·Analysis); as exercise in memorization of literary 
terminology (A Handbook to Literature by Thrall, Hibbard, Holman); 
as indoctrination in a-special critical point of view (Northrop 
Frye's Anatomy of Criticism or I.A. Richard's Principles of 
Litetary Ctiticism); as training in elements of research (Barzun 
and Graff's The Modern Researcher, good even though written for 
historians); 'or as practice in becoming literary critics. It 
may seem pretentiou·s to prefer the last choice, as the term 
"literary critic" suggests a lofty level of achievt:ment; but. it 
is most important to extend the range and depth of the student's 
own critical thinking, so that all other possible objectives are 
subordinated to this idea. 

In order to extend the student •1 s quality of thinking about 
literature one must first find out what the student knows about 
critical theory and what he does when he reacts to a poem, a play, 
a novel, or a short story. Every ·course he has had dealing with 
literature i,s in a sense a course in 1i terary criticism. In fact, 
every poem, novel, story, or play, read alertly, is an exercise 
in critical thinking. Thus all students have quite a number of 
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critical preconceptions whether they think about them as such or 
not. The most important activity in class is to find out what 
these preconceptions are, to test them with a barrage of related 
questions, to see how well they h~l~ up! to compa:e them with 
other preconceptions, to make modifications or adJustments 
wherever necessary, to do everything to improve, refine, and 
discipline student thinkin~ about literature. 

A technique that helps get this started is to ask the stu
dents during one of the first class periods, perhaps using two 
class periods, to take turns offering general questions which 
they would probably ask themselves when studying a 1i terary work. 
Everyone must ask aloud a general question when his turn comes 
and everyone must record all of these questions. The person 
whose turn comes up asks his question as soon as he has finished 
recording the previous question. Some typical questions are.as 
follows: Is it any good? Can I relate it to my own personal 
experience? Does the author show insight. into. character? . What 
does it mean? What led to the author's viewpoint? What kind 
of imagery does he use? Does it seem based upon a literary· 
tradition? What techniques of prosody does the poet use? What 
is the source for the work? How do his techniques further his 
purpose? Students are to keep this long list of question~, the 
accumulation of which serves as a supplementary text of literary 
values in that the questions generally imply values. Experience 
dealing with a small class reveals that students can suggest and 
record about eighty questions in an hour; but there suddenly 
comes a time when the pace slows down perceptibly. Students 
have a good sense for recognizing questions already asked. As 
soon as the teacher notices several students struggling to come 
up with new questions he might as well quit. They have already 
recited the questions they consider most important, and the 
teacher has a reasonably clear indication of student values. The 
teacher in subsequent meetings might single out representative 
questions from the list as examples of histo:ical c:i~i~ism, the 
generic approach, aesthetic study, psychologica~ cri~icism, 
archetypal criticism, etc., to illustrate relationships between 
student thinking and dominant trends. 

But it is one thing to discover in this rudimentary form the 
student's knowledge of critical theory. It is a much more compli
cated problem discovering what ideas he actually puts ~nto prac
tice when he reacts to a literary work. We can emphasize the 
importance of key values in writing about and discussing 
literature but we should at the same time observe the frequency 
with which' we as teachers as well as our students limit ourselves 
to immediate impressions and memorable passages. In our most 
common lectures· and in our class discussion we rarely get beyond 
a limited view of a literary work. We may talk mainly about the 
historical backgrounds of Dryden's "Absalom and A~hi tophe l" or 
limit ourselves to the relationship between autobiography and 
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the pastoral tradition in a study of Mi 1 ton's "Lycidas." In 
tackling a modern unfamiliar novel like Kawabata's Thousand 
Cranes or Achebe's Things Fall Apart, we might deal at first only 
with characterization. There is an obvious relationship between 
the limits of student responses in writing or oral discussion and 
the similar limits of teachers who "do what they can" when tack
ling works to which they have not devoted exhaustive study. The 
teacher of a course in literary criticism should accept this 
common practice of relying upon immediate, intuitive responses as 
one of the "facts of life" and devise teaching techniques to build 
upon this tendency. But such intuitive responses, though general
ly sound and potentially informative, need considerable develop
ment. 

Rather than impose a consistent "air tight" approach to 
literary study upon students in an undergraduate class, the teach
er may do better by giving them constant.reminders of the pre
viously suggested variety of questions and approaches. The 
teacher should plan to bring in pieces of information or sugges
tions about literary criticism at irregular, perhaps unannounced, 
intervals: a brief review of different ideas about Aristotle's 
notion of catharsis one day; an outline of Susanne Langer's 
definition of art the next; I.A. Richards' list of ten chief 
difficulties of criticism; some modern theories about the creative 
process from the psychology of learning; Croce's equation of • 
intuition and expression; some consideration of William Empson's 
ideas about ambiguity; and much more. These bits and patches, 
each of which could·be an exhausting study for a semester in 
itself, should in an undergraduate course be given in the form 
of a brief advertisement, a ten minute shot, so to speak. Some 
will need to be repeated now and then. Obviously no student can 
digest all of this in a semester course; but neither does any 
teacher regularly keep in mind all of these principles. The 
object is to increase the student's awareness of the breadth of 
critical thought as well as his own critical sensitivity, not to 
indoctrinate him in a special pattern of thought, or force his 
memorization of a complex body of ideas. 

If the teacher can sucessfully structure the course so that 
the ideas about critical study can be kept in rather constant 
circulation, then students, while working on their critical 
papers, can profit from reminders to look at the work they are 
studying from quite a number of different vantage points. Since 
students tend to work better when faced with short term goals, 
it is good to ask them for an early submission of a "complete" 
paper. This paper, however, perhaps without their knowing it at 
the start, will be rewritten several times. The first version is 
to be as good a paper as he can prepare. It should be comparable 
to papers he normally writes in other literature courses.· But 
of course the teacher rather confidently can read these papers 
expecting that they need more judiciously qualified generaliza
tions, more careful use of illustrative evidence, and, perhaps 
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most important of all, more emphasis on testing the quality of 
the literary work according to more varied and sophisticated 
literary standards. We can tell students, quite honestly, that 
papers always can use further refinement. In making suggestions 
for revision, the teacher must also give practical instructions 
for expanding and altering later drafts of a paper. Thus the 
course in some respects inve>lves study in advanced composition. 
The teacher of literary criticism could ask his students to 
rewrite their papers perhaps as many as four times, making 
profitable gains each time and ending up with a truly admirable 
paper, at least in comparison with other projects the student 
has completed. 

Still, another technique, which can contribute to a sur
prisingly important dimension in the course, involves the teacp
er's participation on relatively even terms in writing activities. 
In the ideal classroom situation everyone is influencing and is 
influenced by everyone else. No one person's ideas dominate. 
Such an atmosphere. can be augmented noticeably by the teacher's 
participation in the writing assignments and by participation of 
the students in reading and making marginal suggestions on each 
other's papers. The teacher will have an obvious advantage in 
possessing much greater previous experience with critical ideas 
and wider reading, but he also has greater obligations in the 
course as the organizer and discussion leader. Each teacher, 
however, should accept the challenge of writing a paper on much 
the same basis that he imposes on his students, perhaps preparing 
a critical study of a work which he has ·only recently encountered. 
In the process of struggling with this writing assignment and 
disciplining himself to meet the same deadlines, he should not 
only be able to develop a desirable rapport, he should also.be 
able to understand in a more practical way the special problems 
connected with oreparing a required paper. The teacher may find 
it an interesting challenge, for example, to put into practice 
those same critical principles which he has been fervently 
espousing. 

In addition, such participation will remind the teacher that 
the understanding of what criticism consists of cannot be sepa
rated from an honest recognition of the whole process of 
critical thinking. We rarely see any hint of this process in the 
textbooks on criticism, in the great examples of practical 
criticism, or in the instructions for writing about literature. 
In short, there is the need to admit candidly that the process 
of critical thinking starts off with a miscellaneous collection 
of wildly futile questions about structure and theme, odd recol
lections of unusual characters, striking episodes, or memorable 
images. This leads into a period of collecting apparently unre
lated bits of critical judgments and natches of illustrative 
evidence. Ultimately, if sufficient time is allowed for reread
ing, questioning and thinking, the writer arrives at the 
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decisive moment calling for disciplined effort during which 
phase the miscellaneous materials are hammered out, organized, 
and rephrased in more elegant and polished language. The teacher 
needs regular reminders that there is a good deal more to cri ti -
cal writing than the apparent calm, confident, logical analysis 
one finds in the finished essays anyone can read. From experi
ence in such participation, the teacher also learns much about 
the practical need to schedule his assignments and deadlines so 
that sufficient time is ~llowed for realistic completion of 
work. 

For ultimate evaluation, the teacher, after imposing the 
discipline of rewriting and bringing this great variety of cri
tical options before the student, should grade the student 
according to the degree of sophistication in his practical 
employment of critical principles. No matter how inadequate such 
a basis for accurate grading is, the important result would be 
to emphasize growth in range and depth of critical thinking. 

David Harrington has contributed several stimulating articles to MEJ 
on teaching problems and techniques. 
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TOWARDS THE, IMPROVEMENT OF ENGLISH 
TEACHER EDUCATION IN MINNESOTA: 

CHAPTERS IN A CONTINUING HISTORY 

Chapter V. In Step with the Regulations: 
College Programs for the Preparation of 

Teachers of English 
by GERALD THORSON 

St. Olaf College, Northfield 

This spring the colleges and universities of Minnesota will 
present their second class of teaching majors in English for 
certification under the new state regulations. These students 
have been prepared in programs of study set up to meet the mini
mum standards put into effect b,y the State Board of Education on 
September 1, 1968. There are perhaps several questions that 
ought to be raised at this point: has there been a drastic 
change in the curriculums at the colleges.; are the majors now 
better prepared for teaching in the secondary schools; have the 
regulations made a difference in the hiring practices of super
intendents--do they, in fact, insist on English majors in the 
English classrooms? Preliminary to such studies, however (in
deed, it is perhaps too early to make such studies), is a con
sideration of what the college departments are actually requir
ing as minimum standards for certification. 

An examination of the programs at nineteen of the twenty
three state institutions preparing teachers of English reveals 
a fairly uniform course of study. Specific requirements at 
each institution are quite rigid: specific courses stipulated 
for the major make up the bulk of the requirements for a major. 
Flexibility within a given program is. generally limited to a 
choice in the actual course or courses to satisfy an area 
requirement. Variations among the colleges occur not in the 
nature of the curriculums but in the specific number of credits 
required in the areas of literature, composition, and language. 
There is a very strict adherence to the regulations of the State 
Board of Education. 

A summary of the requirements of these nineteen institutions 
accompanies this article. For the sake of facility in comparison, 
since individual institutions list their requirements in quarter, 
semester, or course credits, these requirements have all been 
expressed in semester credit hours. In considering this compi-
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lation one should bea:r :in mind ,1,<11 wh11.t i.s l,~t,c,:I h. after ;.JJ a minimum requirement. Th,; p·.reptv«t,,,1 1 of a:n irUJrtduR.t student 
is not limited to it. 

All but one of the inst.ltutions requires a minimum of 36 semester hours OT' more of work in composition, language, and 
literature above Freshman English-.:the minimum stated in the regulations. The median number of credits is 36.5. However, 
since some institutions offer their speech courses, adolescent literature, and methods courses in tiie department of English, they have stated a minimum requirement above the 36 required in English. For courses in composition, language, and literature, then, the minimum requirement is the same as that required by 
the regulations. 

Specific credit requirements in advanced composition vary from zero at one college to 4, with the median requirement at 
3 credits. The one college that does not require a specific course in advanced writing has courses available for all stu
dents but allows for other forms of academic instruction to meet the requirement. 

Language preparation is also a part of the requirement at all institutions. The minimum requirement (at two institutions) is 2 semester credits. The highest requirement (5.33 semester credits) is found at the University' of Minnesota: Minneapolis. The median requirement is 4 semester credits. 

of English; at one it is given by the department of education; and at one it is taught in the department of library science. Others include instruction in adolescent literature as a part 
of the course in the teaching of English. 

The colleges are perhaps most rigid in their speech re
quirements. The median number of semester cred~ts in publ~c 1 address is 2.66, with a high of 5.33. In oral interpretation 
the median is also 2.66, with a high of 4 semester credits. 

Basically, then, not only do the teacher-pre~aring insti
tutions in Minnesota conform to the state regulations; they 
also are very much alike in their specific requirements. Ti:-ere is little of the variety one would expect and hope for. This probably indicates a fundamental agreement on the core prepar
ation needed for teachers of English in the secondar~ :c~ool.: At the same time, since so little creativity or flex1b1~ity 1s found in the individual programs, it may suggest that either 
the regulations are·too :rigid or that the ~ollege departments have been too literal in their interpretations of them. The experimentation in curriculums that has characterized so many of the educational programs on college campuses these past ~ew years, even in departments of English, is ~ot really not1ce~ble in the teacher-education programs. There is need for exper1- . mentation and creativity if the preparation of teachers of_Engl1sh 
in Minnesota is to keep pace with the demands of the days rn 
which we live. 

Requirements in literature, as is to be expected, make up 
the major part of the requirements for teachers of English. [ State regulations require no .. specific number of credits in literature; nor do they specify exact areas of literature that must be included as course requirements: they simply elaborate on 

Gerald Tharson, chairman of the English department at St. Olaf, is a 
past president af the MCTE. This June he concludes his long service 
as chairman of the Association of English Department Chairmen of 
Colleges in Minnesota, in order to go on sabbatical leave. 

the kinds of preparation that would provide a meaningful background in literature. As a result, colleges vary most notice-ably in their specific requirements in literature. The number of semester credit hours required goes from 15.33 to 32, with a median minimum requirement of 26. All require courses in British literature (median: 10 credits) and American literature (median: 4 credits). Four colleges require a specific course in world literature; seventeen require a course in Shakespeare; ten require a course in literary criticism; and fourteen require a course in modern literature. The median number of semester 
credits required in these specific areas of literature is O in world literature, 3 in Shakespeare, 2 in literary criticism, 
and 2.66 in modern literature. 

Adolescent literature is required as a specific course at ten institutions, with a median requirement of 2 semester hours. At eight institutions the course is offered by the department 
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St t Department Minimum Req1,1irements for Preparation of Teacher a e of English, Effective September 1968. s 
These requireme~ts s~all constitute minimum programs of prep.I aration in the teaching fields to be set up by the colleges. Each prospective teacher shall have at least the amount of preparation indicated in each of the fields. The standard requirements for credits in professional education shall apply except where re-quirements are specifically mentioned. • (c) English or L;nguage Arts. The prospective teacher of English or Language Arts shall have: 

(1) A teaching major in English or Language Arts of not less than 36 semester (54 quarter) hours to include academic instruction in language, literature, and composition beyond ·the I freshman English requirement in (aa), (bb), and (cc) below, plus academic instruction in speech in each of the two following areas, (1) theory and practice of public address and (2) oral j interpretation or play production and direction, in addition to such demonstration of speaking proficiency as the individual in- l stitution may normally consider appropriate. This major should include the following areas: 
(aa) Expository writing. 
(bb) The nature of language, and the historical development and present structure of English language, especially as used in the United States. 
(cc) Development of English and American Literature; intensive study of at least one major English or American author; theory and practice of literary criticism; analysis and interpretation of the various literary genres; literature for adolescents; literature of the 20th century and of at least one other century. 

OR: 
(2) A teaching minor in English or Language Arts of. at least 18 semester (27 quarter) hours, including academic instruction in language, literature and composition beyond the freshman English requirement, plus academic instruction in speech as defined in the major in English or Language Arts (c) (1). 
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s1.unmal"Y (_19 colleges) 
~ 

~ no requirement (4 colleges) Minimum: 
Maximum: 8 (4 co.lleges) 

En~ljsh Above Fr. Eng. 
~nimum: 30 (1) 

Maximuin: 48 (l) 
Majority: 36-42 

Literature 
-Minimum: 15.33 

Maximum: 32 
Br. Lit .. : 
Am. Lit.: 
World Lit·: 

5.33 to 20 
2.66 to 8 

0 (15 colleges) to 4 o (2 colleges) to 4 Shakespeare: 
Lit. Criticism: 
Mod. Lit. : 0 (S 

o (9 colleges) to 4 
colleges) to 5.3 3 

Adolescent Lit.: 
- English course: 

0 (9 colleges) to 2.66 
a 

Educ. course: 1 
Lib. Sc. course: 1 
Part of Eng. Methods: 6 

Language 
- Minimum: 2 

Maximum: 5 • 33 

Advanced Composition 
Minimum: 0 
Maximum: 4 

Speec~ . Pu lie Address 
Minimum: 2 
Maximum: 5.33 

Oral Inter£,;_ 
Minimum: 0 
Maximum: 4 

English Methods 
Minimum: 0 
Maximum: 6 
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Minimum Reguirements for an English Teaching Major (expressed in semester hours) 
Fr. Eng. Lit. Lit. Mod. Adol. Speech Eng. College Eng. Above Fr. Eng. Total Br. Am. World Shak. Crit. Lit. Lit. Lng. Comp. Pub. Ad. Oral Int. Ed. ----- ---·------

Augsburg 3.33 36 21.31 9.33 2.66 3.33 3.33 0 2.66 2.66 3.33 2.66 2.66 0 2.66 
(Lib) Bemidji 8 36 15.33 5.33 4 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
(Eng) Bethel 3 39 17 6 6 0 3 0 0 2 3 3 3 3 3 

Carleton 1.66 36.63 26.66 23.33 0 3.33 3.33 
(Eng) 

3.33 0 3.33 3.33 3.33 0 3.33 

St. Benedict 4 36 28 8 4 4 4 

(Ed) 
4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 

St. Catherine 0 36 20 8 8 0 
0 

(Ed) 
4 0 2 4 4 2 2 2 

(Eng) St. Scholastica 0 36 17.33 5.33 2.66 0 4 0 2,66 2.66 4 4 2 4 2 
Saint ·Theresa (Eng) 6 31 25 14 3 0 3 0 5 2 3 3 2 3 2 

(Ed) Hamline 0 36.63 26.66 13.33 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.33 3. 33 0 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.33 
(Ed) Macalester 0 36 24 20 4 0 0 0 4 0 4 0 4 4 4 

Mankato 6 36 26 6 6 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 
(Eng) 

2.66 Moorhead 8 42 29.33 16 8 0 ) 2.66 0 5.33 0 2.66 2 2.66 2.66 
(Ed) 

2.66 St. Cloud 5_·33 42.66 26 14.66 7.33 0 2.66 2 2 2 5.33 2 2.66 2 
(Eng) 

4 St, John's 4 40 28 8 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 

St. Olaf 3.65 36.5 25.55 10.95 3.65 0 3.65 3.65 3.65 0 3.65 3.65 3.65 3.65 2 
(Ed) 

2.66 u - Duluth 8 42 26 10 4 0 2 0 2 2 4 4 3.33 2 
(Eng) 

6 u - Mpls. 6 48 18 12 6 0 4 0 0 0 5.33 4 5.33 2 

u - Morris 0 36 32 18 6.66 0 0 0 0 4 2 2 2 2 4 
(Ed) 

2.66 0 
Winona 5.33 41.33 32 20 2.66 0 2 2 2 2 2.66 2.66 2.66 

(Eng) 
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Somewhere Between Rigidity 
and License 
by K. E. HENRIQUES 
Bemidji State College 

C?mpl~xi~y ~as become the characteristic of practically all 
academic disciplines, English included. The knowledge explosion 
to be sure, has not affected English as profoundly as it has the' 
physical and biological sciences, but it has tended to further 
compartmentalize the study of literature. What was once for 
instance, a period course in 19th-century British Litera~ure is 
now invariably one course in the Romantics·and another in th; 
V~c~ori~s; Americ~n ~iterature of the 20th century is usually 
divided into two distinct courses with a division point at 
either 1925 or 1945. 

This increasing complexity has not been restricted to the 
traditional literature courses. The past fifty years of linguis
tic :esearch have ~dded at least a couple of courses to every 
curr1culu~. Rare 1s the list of undergraduate offerings that 
does not include at least one course in Modern Usage, Structural 
Grammar, Transformational Grammar, Tagmemic Grammar, English as 
a Second Language, etc. 

On top of all this, the sixties, ·as a result of ever
increasing campus awareness of the nation's social ailments 
have bTought us courses in Black Literature, Chicano Litera~ure 
India~ Literature, Protest Literature, etc., along with a sub- • 
s~ant1al number of inter-disciplinary courses linking English 
with ~ost of the other academic disciplines. And now, as we 
m?ve into the seventies, we find supra-national concerns begiri.
n1ng to be reflected in courses on the Urban Novel, the War • 
Novel, etc.--and the decade has only begun. 

We face an avalanche of change. It is being sparked by 
ever greater numbers of students crying for relevance and demand
ing increased freedom of choice in determining the content of 
a college education. It is foolish to consider the majority of 
student-militants demanding educational freedom as silly sausages. 
How does an English department structure a contemporary program 
that adequately combines an appreciation of the past an under
standing of the. present, and an awareness of the fut~re? How 
keep the discipline relevant in a sea of change? How accede 
!o legitimate student demands for freedom of choice--electives--
1n structuring their own individual programs? These are no 
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10nger merely rhetorical questions. They are realities already 
with us, and if we do not adjust to the temper of tempestuous 
times, English (or Literature, or Language Arts--call it what 

1 you will) may well stand in danger of disintegration as a viable 
discipline for a generation ,that insists on its own thing, come 
heaven or ebbtide. 

At Bemidji State College the English department found a 
ready answer to half of the problem. For English majors who 
were not concerned with certification for teaching in Minnesota 

1 schools, a completely elective program was introduced. This 
, means that there are no required courses for English B.A. majors. 
? This does not, however, mean that all discretion has been thrown 

to the winds, for the department suggests a core of courses 
integral to a "solid English program." The success of such a 
completely elective program depends, to be sure, on a close 
association of studeht with advisor. It will be the latter's 

, responsibility to counsel and advise lest the student, upon 
graduating, awake suddenly to the realization that personal whim, 
momentary interest, and transitory concerns had dictated choices 
no longer as important as they once seemed relevant. This 
completely elective major, it is hoped, will do something to 
close the teacher-student credibility gap. 

Not nearly so simple was the problem for English majors 
concerned with certification to teach in Minnesota's secondary 
schools. How were we to allow for legitimate student freedom of 
choice in the face of requirements, which, if translated into 
standardized courses, left almost no room for electives in a 
major program of 50-60 quarter hours? -The attempt to increase 
the number of student electives to approximate at least two
fifths of the total hours was not simple. 

The present requirements had their genesis at least ten 
years ago--before Berkeley, Cornell, Santa Barbara, Kent State, 
etc. The ideal behind those requirements was for a common 
substratum that could be presumed to be the possession of 
every graduate of a teacher-training college in Minnesota. 
Abstracting from the question of whether or not this is a desira
ble thing, it soon became clear that the common substratum had 
grown so large that there was precious little latitude for either 
individual preference, specialized training in particular areas, 
or for new literature_courses that were springing spontaneously 

, out of a contemporary world. Both teachers and students found 
themselves locked into a regimented program that seemed to 
enshrine the past and-sacrifice individuality on an ancient altar 
of methodological utility. This may be an over-statement of the 
negative aspects of p~esent certification programs, but it is 
surely an understatement of what many teachers and students feel. 

Because present certification requirements envision compe
tencies, and not merely quantitative accumulation of courses, a 
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compromise was sought between the scylla of rigidity and the 
charybdis of- license. Here is what. resulted: 

English Major (B.S.) 

1. English Requirements for Certification: 

·220-Advanced Composition 3 
223-'Modern Usage and St,ructure 4 
·241-Introduction to English•Literature,l 4 
242-Introduction to English Literature,!! 4 

·260-Amer. L:i. t., History of 
·261-Amer. Lit.; to 1836 
·262-Amer. Lit., 1836-1880 Any two: 
·263-,-Amer. Lit., 1880-1920 
264-Amer. Lit., 1920 to present 6 

313-Literature.for Adolescents 

441-Chaucer 
443-Shakespeare I, or 444, Shak.II 
446-Milton 

293-Critical Approaches 
493-Literary Criticism 
494-Modern Criticism 

English Electives 

Any one: 

Any one: 

3 

3-4 

3 
27-'28 
27-26 

Sub-Total 54-54 

(Note: Students must take a course in 20th century literature 
and one other period course in English or American Literature.) 

2. Non-English Requirements for Certification: 

Education 410-Methods 3 
Speech 210-Fundamentals of Public Speaking 3 
Speech 220-0ral Interpretation 3 

TOTAL 63 

( 
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.EISURE TIME PRODUCTS 
!DUCATION DIVISION (Phone 333-6S31) 

What has resulted is not ideal. It is, however, a small 519 N. THIRD STREET. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55401 
step in a better direction, for it does allow the future English Plea,eSendFrceCotolog 
teacher a greater degree of flexibi Ii ty in me.eting his individual 
needs than has hitherto been the case. Many feel that a, realistic 
ideal would be an arrangement that allows for approximately a AME 
fifty-fifty division between requirements and electives._ -----------------------------

Ken Hemiques is the chairman of the English department at Bemidji 
State Co I lege. 
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